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Three Rivers Workshop held its annual Christmas ale in the 
Terrace Co-op Thursday. Participants in the facility for the hun- 
dieapped made all the toys and crafts themselves. 
Cyril wants transportation 
Mi•A•ril Shelford, Skeena , said Thu sday in 
Terrace he has seat a 
letter to the Hon. Sam 
Bawlf, B.C. Minister of 
Recreation and Con- 
servation expressing 
concern at the'lack of a 
the first to propose the 
roll-en roll-off run from 
Tsawwasse to Kitimat, 
the government and BC 
Ferries authorities in- 
stead used the idea and 
Pl~in.t it into practice for 
ce Rupert. 
This was a direct run 
necessary 90 miles far- 
ther than landing in 
Kitimat. 
Shelford is also ad- 
vecating renaming the 
route (Kitimat and High- 
way 37) the Water- 
Highway Route to the 
North and the doing away 
routing-to service the has raised hopes in 
Alusha Pipe Line and the Kitimat and Terrace that 
Nroth. He fears BC could an overhaul of the 
stand to lose millions in present clumsy and 
trade and sales tax inadequate Northwest 
dollars if this is not done. coastal transportation 
The abbeuncement this service will be carried 
week that CP Rail has out. 
clear cut, long-term 
government policy on half way up the province with Highway 25. He says 
Northern Ferry Tran- and the Terraee xdea had this route could be~:ome 
ortation systems, been to save energy and the number one supply 
elford said he was ensure quicker ,  ,: ' 
referring~intedly to the deliveries. Two:,dri~ers 
prb~d'-Klt[mat" ' r~"~:~ou]d  . : : :  have: ~-:'b-ecn 
linl~/'eoneerning ~hleh p|ckedup at'Kitimat and 
Jack Davis has the trucks speedily• 
repeatedly assured him driven North. ~ ' 
would see "changes Had this been im- 
forthcomi g." plemented, over hall the 
Speci fi c a pipe line supply, Shelford 
changes would mean a feels, could come out of 
direct ferry from Kitimat Vancouver rather than 
to Tsawwassen; a run via Edmonton and the 
from Port Hardy to U.S. No way, he says, 
Kitimat every second will trucks come into 
run,:and aCP ferry from Prince Rupert in Winter 
Vancouver to Kitimat if and face slide conditions 
CPA~thUrchased Northland. on the road to Terrace -
ough Terrace was plus travelling the un- 
Star of Bethh l em 
LONDON (AP) -- The 
biblical star of 
Bethlehem was probably 
a giant thermonuclear 
space explosion that 
might recur any time, 
three astronomers report 
in an~ ;articl e Published 
here. 
The two Britons and a 
New Zealander say they 
reached their conclusion 
after' studyin~ records of 
ancient Chinese and 
Korean astronomers 
believed to have seen the 
phenomenon. 
The article, published 
in the journal of the Royal 
Astronomical Society, 
was written by Dr. John 
Parkinson of the Mullard 
Space Science 
Laboratory at Dorking, 
Dr. Richerd Stephenson 
of the Institute of Lunar 
and Planetary Sciences 
at Newcastle University 
and New ZealanderiDr. 
David Clark of the Royal 
Greenwich Obseratory. 
The star of Bethlehem; 
as described in! the 
Gospel according ~o St. 
Matthew, was a' light 
shining "in the~ east" 
which led the Wise'Men to 
the birthplace of Jesus. 
In the past, scientists 
have thought the ap- 
~ arance of the star may ve been caused by the 
conjunction of the planets 
Jupiter, Saturn and 
Mars, or by a comet or 
meteor that lit up the sky. 
But the journal article 
says the aneient Chinese 
Astronomical Treatise of 
the History of the Former 
Hun Dynasty recorded 
the 70day appearanee of 
a bright star at the right 
time and in the right 
place to have been the 
star of Bethlehem. 
TYPICAL OF NOVA 
The period the star was 
seen was typical of a 
nova, a secalled new star 
that is in fact a runaway 
thermonuclear explosion 
on the surface of a"white 
dwarf" star in a twostar 
system, the article said. 
"It is likely to have 
been caused by a small, 
super-dense dying star in 
orbit around astar that is 
probably still shining/' 
Parkinson said. "The 
dense small star, With its 
enormous gravitational 
field caused by its density 
of several tons per cubic 
inch, would be pulling 
hydrogen gas off the 
larger star. 
Hamburgers no helper I 
Two student~"of Skeena 
Secondary Sel~'ool and a 
teacberwere , reported 
having beenVtaken ill 
Monday after eating 
hamburgers said to have 
been kept too long in the 
refrigerator of the 
school's canteen. 
However, all three were 
said to have recovered 
within 48 hours. A check 
with a 'Skeena Public 
Health inspector in 
Terrace revealed there 
had been no reports 
received of such an in- 
cident. However, he said, 
such occurrences are 
quite general in public 
eating establishments, 
and few sufferers bother 
to report them. "Most 
often," he said, "people 
think they have come 
down with the flu". 
Senior's 
Party 
The Downtown Lions 
Branch of Lions In- 
ternation will be hollding 
their annual Senior 
Citizens' Party a t  the 
Terrace Hotel on 
Thursday, December 29 
at 7:30. 
Included in the en- 
tertainment program for 
this eagerly anticipated 
event will be a piano 
recital by pupils of 
Maril~m. Davies; an 
exhibition of dancing by 
Vicki Parvianen, and old 
time fiddling by Rennie 
Therrien. 
Last year over 80 at- 
tended the social func- 
tion, and this year the 
Lions are expecting a 
similar turnout. 
According to Lions' 
Zone chairman Hugh W. 
Hepburn, in an interview 
with the Terrace Herald, 
the Seenior Citizens' 
Society has been notified, 
and preparations are 
already well underway to 
ensure its success. 
FRIDAY, DECEMBER 16, I~  
Trevor Hendry, above, who will he 3 in January was 
looking forward to attending Laxelle Pre 8¢lmd nut  
month. Dept. of Human Resources refusal to ralM tim 
subsidy of 140 per h per child which has not .ben 
changed since 1971 has forced Its eloswu m 
Use of the banquet December 31st, and the layoff of all five staff mum- 
room at the Terrace burs, accord- spokesmen, Thoreday. $uimrvkm, 
Hotel for the party has Mary McNatrnay, holding Trevor above, vdut~ 
been donated by Angle to work without pay andthus enable the seh~ to keep 
Geereart, woner- open until the end of the year. 
manager of the Hotel. 
for, e Despair Voiced At 
Senior Citizens will br 
provided by the Down- 
town Lions Club. Persons P re -schoo l  C losure  signed an agreement to If this is done, there is a 
take over Northland possibility the Skeena requiring further in- 
Navigation on a six year MLA s letters might be¢ formation 
lease with option to buy i receive serious attention. 
are asked to For the 41 pre-sehoul kiddhm attending 
phone 635-7202 days or Lazelle Pre Sehoars morning and evening ClONes, 
638-1754 evenings. The amid the glow of Clwistmas ft~tlvKiu, abe .mr: 
~.  same numbers...apply for : l~.f~.tl~;1N.e4x~Y~_alEkMm~t, imh L ,~.,~.~.~.,,i~-,.--. 
-T / ibm r/eedirig titan: ...... The schQol s~ff ~f ~ree b#ve Id~eady rudnd 
• sportation to the party, theirlay-offnotices, effective December 31. After 
that the school must close down. 
Lorraine Prost, Product Safety Specialist for the federal depart- 
ment of Consumer and Corporate Affairs was in Terrace this week - 
on an interesting "mission". She carried with her a thick piece of 
lucite plastic with a large hole in the center, with which she was 
testing childrens toy rattles. If the rattles headpieces are able to 
pass through the hole in the plastic they are considered unsafe toys 
and must be taken off sale. If the rattle head is too large to pass 
through the hole, this means they cannot be swallowed by the child, 
ledge in the child's throat, or get stuck in the child's mouth. 
B.C. leader declares 
Bennett unfit for job 
"The negativism of because he damands it to. more money left in the 
Premier Bennett and his Blaming the other hands of the taxpayer, 
lack of fai'th in the provinces for the failure Stephens said. 
of British of the British Columbia 
wou'  " 'ege  20 °ther such child care and edueaUm 
facilities have had to close their dosn in B.C. 
since September. 
Terrace'a Lazelle Pre-School would, also, have opening been closed by now had it not heen f~ the x lb  
sacrifice of Mary McNalrnay (pictured •hen)' 
who received notice in November that abe would 
be laid off at the end of the month. 
VICTORIA (CP) -- The Had Mary not agree d to continue wm' l~ re, all 
Max Bell Hall of the the year's end, without pay the school would have 
Luster B. Pearson been unable to meet its commitments and would 
College of the Pacific have closed November 30th. 
campus near here was The other three members of the staff, one 
officially opened Wed- Supervisor and 2 assistants will join the ranks of 
nesday, the unemployed January Ist, next year. 
"What a Happy NewYear it will be - for 
The $700,000 building, an_d for all these 41 kids" a parent said, Thursday. 
which contains a 360-seat The problem arises from the system for hmd/lig 
theatre, is a gift of the that has remained unchanged since 1971, x -  
Max Bell Foundation of cording to one spokesman for the group. • 
Calgary. "The B.C. government has set a sulzddy of $40 
per child per month that has been uncha~ed for 
Taking part in the the past 6 years, despite inflated costs of every 
opening ceremony were thing else. 
R. S. Malone of Toronto, There is also a fixed cost of $40 per month for 
chairman of the foun- those able to pay. However, most of our pup~ 
dation, and John Nichol are from families on welfare - and of course we 
of Vancouver, chairman cannot charge them." 
of the college beard. As to the costs for their schooling, premises, 
etc., as far as the Herald was able to find out, the 
Pearson is one of three Government makes absolutely no subsidy 
United World Colleges. whatever. 
The other two are in So strongly do the staff and parents feel that lm 
Wales and Singapore. decision to make the Lazelle Pre-Bcbod the |hi ,  
Their aim is to promote child car and educational facility a casualty k
international under3 B.C., staff members and fellow sympalhh~'s- 
standing through and possibly even children . will ida in a 
education. Students, all plcketting of the Dept. of Human Remources of. 
scholarship winners, rices on Lakelse Ave. at noon FHdsy (today). 
come from countries "Maybe it won't do any good. Terrace is • INg 
throughout the world, long way (in more ways than onelfrom Vlotwl~," 
one mother said bitterly, Thursday, clutelfl~ s
The college awards an child. "But at least we'll have tried." 
i And who knows? Maybe there IS a Santa Claus, 
calaureate earned by two Virginia! Perhaps he will remember Terrace. 
years of study following Goodness knows Terrace could use a visit from 
Grade 11. ' Santa, fight now. 
economy 
Columbia renders him economy is simply a 
unfit for his job" said Vic refusal to accept 3 *years probation Stephens, leader of the responsibility on his own 
Progressive Con- shoulders where it 
• servative Party of British belongs. I don;t hear 
Columbia. Speaking at a PremmrLougheed A 22 year old Terrace cases is to puncmh, Duncan's background, to her probation officer, 
Board of  Officers crying about the failure woman appeared in severely and harshly, but the fact that her marriag she reside in Terrace 
meeting on Saturday of Alberta'seconom~'and Terrace County Court because of the cir- e was unstable and unless approval is givqm 
Stephens 'said that I believe Bntishg Thursday for sentencing cumstances in Duncan's because she was in a for her to move, she 
"British Columbia is rich Columbia is every bit as on a manslaughter case, he ordered three state of depression at the submit to mental health 
in resources beyond our strong or even stronger charge, years probation, time. counselling, she seek and 
wildest dreams and our thaan Alberta." Dorothy Duncan was Both Crown prosecutor Duncan continues in maintain suitable era- 
people are strong and earlier convicted of Jack Talstraanddefense this depression, he said, ployment or return ~ 
vital andit's time we told "The way to effect a manslaughter in con- counsel Don Brown asked and it would not be in her school and she not 
the Premier and the change in the fiscal and nection with the death of for leniency and stated interest or the public's permitted the respon- 
whole world that we economic policies of the her 21 month old that incarceration would interest for her. to be sibility for caring for 
believe our future is other provinces i sby  daughter Amelia. not be necessary in this jailed, children in any manner 
greater than our past." example not be demand. The court found the case because Duncan is Judge Low went on to or capacity. 
Let's get our own house in child had died as a result' neither a person whom say that Duncan's Duncan has two other 
Referring to Bennett's roder in British Columbia of being struck by her the public needs to be prospects for the future children who are wards 
key not address to the and show the other mother, protected from, nor are limited, and he hoped of the Superintendent 
annual Sooted Con- would rehabilitation be she would receive sup- Child Welfare. At the provinces how well it Judge Richard Low, 
vention, Stephens said works"... Stephens aid. after reading a pre- accomplished in jail. port from the corn- time of the baby's death, 
that "the Premier is While agreeing with the sentence report from Judge Low stated that munity, she was pregnant with 
naive if he really believes Premier's remarks that Duncan's probation of- the circumstances of the Conditions of the three another child, but has 
that the rest of Canada the cost of government ficer e said the initial beating may have ec- years probation are that since undergo~ abortion 
will shape' up just should be limited and reaction to manslaughter curred because of Duncan report regularly and sterilization. 
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25 years the Christian Reformed Church 
The present church at 
Sparks and SIraume. 
Since 1952, the Reformed 
Church hasmoved four 
times, but has been 
located in tlds spot since 
1965. 
)mmmsm ~ ~ !  ~+./,~.% + 
I - 
The first worship place of the nine family 
congregation. 
The anniversary committee of the Christian Reformed Church worked long and 
hard to make the 25th anniversary a memorable occasion. 
The original Usk Church, now demolished, was the centennial project. 
model for the Usk Pioneer Chapel, built in 196T as a . 
An earlier congregation posed for this picture after a 
Sunday service. 
~.~, ~ ~.~+~" . 
i ~  ,~ ,  ~]  ~ ' " " ~' 
/ ;  : i+41 | +L 
UUllding the church. Members of the congregatJon pitched in to help with the 
construction. 
This weekc.d is ;, 
spcecial t ime for the 
conl~regation of Terrace 
Chrmtian Reform Church 
- -  they're celebrating the 
25th anniversary of the 
church in Terrace. 
From a small start of 
nine families, the 
congregation of the 
Christian Reform Church 
has grown in size to 50 
families. 
The congregation first 
met in a private home, 
but soon held services in 
what was then the 
Seventh Day Adventist 
Church on Lakelse 
Avenue, with the two 
oups shar ing  the 
tiding. * 
The first pastor of the 
church was Rev. G. Van 
Laar. 
In 1954. the church 
I I lOVt ' t l  1.0 ;J rp 'w  t)mldmg 
on I,;=zelh" AvPr,iw, what 
is I)rvsl')=tly Ih(, A))gllPa)= 
Church in I'crr;,('P. 
The church mad~: its 
final move to date in I!)~;5, 
at the completion of the 
building on Sparks Street 
and Straum Avenue. 
Local Christian Reform 
activities include a boy's 
club, clavinettes, a young 
people's ociety, Terrace 
Sunday school, Remo 
sunday school, Golden 
Hour Circle, Young adult 
groups and Christian 
Reformed men's society. 
The current pastor, 
Rev. Ciebran Van Daalen 
explained that the 
Christian Reform Church 
began in Canada with the 
post-Warold War II wave 
of immigrants. 
These Dutch im- 
migrm,ts settled jn the 
Northwest wig=i thP en- 
(:r)uragemer=t OfCanadian 
Nal.iorml Rai lway who 
warill:d tO .pol)Ulat~: this 
r l ; i ; a .  
Althoughthough the 
church's roots are Dutch, 
the Reformed church Js a 
Canadian church t(xlay, 
Rev. Van Daalen added. 
The church emphasis is 
on preaching the gospel, 
the reverend explained, 
but also in applying the 
gospel to every aspect of 
your life. 
The anniversary will be 
celebrated this Sunday 
With spciaal services at 
the church at 10 a.m. and 
5 p.m;, and also on 
Monday with a special 
program and fellowship 
evening at 8 p.m. at the 
church and school... 
i 26th ANNIVERSARY 
; OF THE , 
T . .c= c.RISTIA. 
I REFORMED OHUROH 
]~ Sunday December 18 there will be a special Aniversary .~ 
• ]~ Service at 10:00 a.m.  
~M Monday December 19 at  8:00 p.m. at the a MW Church 
Everybody welcome on Sunday or Monday or both. 
40 
~ m a t i o n  phone 635.5558 
;~;.L-;~;~;~;~;t;~;~;~;~;~;~;~;~;?;~;~;~;~;~;~;~;~;~;~;~.~•.~~.~;~;~.~;~;~.~;~;~;~;~;~;~;~;~;~;~;~;~;~;~;~;~;~;~;~;~;~;~;~:~:~:~-'~:~'-~-~. 
, ATTEND SinE, 
THE HURT 
J PmlSH 
OHUROH 4830 Straume Ave. Terrace 
Phone 635-2312 
zm OF L " Sunda~,'MaS'ses . . . . . . . .  
~lmOE • . ...,.:~.i ;u ,:. :,.~ . 8:1S a.m. 
. + ; , ~; )0:15 a.m. ;T  
ALL IANOE BAPTIST Y 0 U R 7:30'h:30p.m.a'm" 
CHURCH CHURCH 
,...,or ,.,,.,,o, .r.S,.rk.,.*..,, CHOICE mmm 
Pastor Paul Mohninger 
Sunday 9:45- Bible School Office 635.2407Home 635.$309 THiS 
, . oo  a.,,. ,,,o.,,n~ BRETHREN 
Worship 
7:15p.m.- Evening Service ~unday School 9 :~ a.m 
StudyWed" &7:30prayerP'm'" Bible a.m.M°rning Worship 11:0C  ' e"NDAY u u n ,  
3406 Eby Street 4~.S01S 
UPLANDS CHURCH " Pastor Dwayne Barkmin 
BAPT IST  CHRIST  lO:0O a.m. Sunday Sch~, 
OHUROH OF .:OO,m. ~.m,,~ Wo.h,~ 
,,,te,. o.K. , . ,  , , . , , ,  LUTHERAN Service 
Corner of Halliwell GOD 
,,d H.'rhoma, CHURCH 10:00 a.m. Bible Teaching U6 River Drive 
Sunday School Terrace, B.C. Carl Sparks St. 
lh00a.m Morning Worship & Park Ave. 
~r~,ce .ev ~L Wh,te ST. MATTHEW'S 
7:30p.m. Slnging and BIble Morning Worship 11:01 Rev. RolfNosterud 
..m. " " "  ANGLIOAN Study 
Weds. 8:00 Home Bible Evening Worship 7:30 p.m. 
Studies Prayer Service Wed. 7:30 ~orning Service 11:00a,m. OHUROH 
"You are Welcome at p.m. Church School 9:45 a.m. 
Uplands" Sunday School 10:00 a,m. Sunday School, Con- 4726 Lazelle Ave. 
rirmatlon 635-9019 
Youth and Adult Classes Sunday Services: 
10:00 a,m. Church School & 
Adult Discussion 
EVANGELIOAL KNOX . :oo a.m. Holy Com- 
munion for the family 
FREE OHUROH UNITED PENltOOSTAL Ministers: Rev. Lance Stephens. 635- 
OHUROH TABERNAOLE .as Rev. Stephen Inoue - 635. 
2416 
Car. Park Ave. and 4907 Lazelle Ave. 4647 Lazelle Ave. 
Pastor M. Kennedy 
Sparks St. Minister Rev. Office 635.2434 
Rev. W.H. Talum Dave Martyn Home 63S.5336 i 0, 1 3302 Sparks Street Sunday School 10:00 a,m 635.S115 Sunday School Morning Worship 11:0( 
9:45 Sunday School Senior 12 & up 10:00 a.m, a.m. 
11:00 Morning Workshlp Under 12. 11:00 a.m. Sunday Evening 7:15 p,m 4637 Walsh Ave. 
7:15 Evening Services Worship Service 11:00 a.m. Bible Study Wed. 7:30 p,m. Welcomes you toworship 
Youth Night Thurs. 7:3 Sunday 
p.m. ):30 a.m:' Christian 
Education Hour 
I1:00 a.m. Family Worship 
CHRISTIAN Service 
7:30 p.m. Evanglistlc 
REFORMED Salvation Meeting 
Monday Night 
T:30 p.m. Bible Study & 
OHUROH Prayer Meeting, ~ 
INednesday 
SparksSt.& r:30 p,m. Ladies Home 
Streume Ave. League Fellowship 
Saturday 
Rev. S. Van Daalen ~:30 p.m, Youth Group 
#a te ~,M Service S Week 
Sunday School. Terrace 1C services on Gidlon. 
a.m. S35-5446 
Sunday School. Remo 1:00 Christian Councelllng 
p.m. Emergency Welfare 
11:00 a.m. Worship Service SpirltualResources 
5:00 p,m. Worship Service "THE MAN THE CALL" 
..o,,.....,.,...o,,O...........o.o.....o . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . .o... .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  .......°..........................°.°.....°.......°...~..~..°...........°......'..............°....Y:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:°:°:°-..~.~.~.:.:.:.:.:.:.::~:::::::::."::~::::::::::.~:.;:: 
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More medical study need ed Single auto licence plates 6REEKMANyBw~/f~sY'AHE 
modern English vocabul for Alean workers' healt nets 100,000 novelty order W--theTWelvepercent°fthewords we us  
MONTREAL (CP)--A larger stores sell them chosen. Most plates are every day--come directly 
embossed in French, with from Greek roots. 
KITLMAT, B,C" (CP) -- biostatistics at the 
A medical expert University of Cincinnati, 
retained by Alcan were contained ina letter 
Smelt,.rs and Chemicals to the company's health 
Ltd. to evaluate a union- officer eleasedby Alcan 
funded health study of today. 
workarsin the company's The $180,000 study, 
aluminum smelter here funded by the Canadian 
says he needs in- Association of Smelter 
formation not contained and Allied Workers, 
in the published study to found that 30 per cent of 
complete his report, the 1,-200 workers tudied 
The comments of Dr. had reduced lung 
RelphBuncher, professor capacity and that many 
of epidemllogy and had skeletal disorders. 
Hydro rates 
said unfair , 
VANCOUVER (CP) -  residential rate is not 
British Columbia Hydro profitable after 2,400 kilo- 
charges cundomin!um watt hours.~er mon~." 
owners higher ates tnan In answer to a quesuon 
owners of single-family by commissioner F. E. 
homes because of higher Walden, Barnett said 
costs, a Hydro official duplex owners pay the 
said Wednesday at a B .C .  residential rate, even 
Energy Commission though there might be 
hearing into alleged dis- shared uses such as a 
oriminatlon by the furnace fan. 
company. Hydro has argued that 
The hearing is in- condominiums have a 
vestigating a complaint variety of common areas 
by the Strata Title unlikely to be found in a 
Owners' Association that single family home, such 
Hydro discriminates by as ext ra  stairways,  
charging strata t i t le  elevators, lobbies and 
owners a higher elee- saunas. 
tricity rate than it . . . . . . .  
char~es owners of single venms x.'awcn, a mw 
fam~v dwellings professor, who is the 
" ~'  main spokesman for the 
The owners' complaint condominium owners, 
is supported by the B.C. explained that B.C. 
Rental Homing Council. Hydro charges a 
George Barnett, res!den.Ual rate for each 
manager of rates and suite, nut the shared 
costs for Hydro, said the areas are billed at 
utility has calculated it commercial rates .  
cannot make a profit by _ . . 
charging res ident ia  Favlicn said the 
rates for the shared areas association calculate the 
of condominiums, yearly Hydro bill for each 
unit is 28 per cent higher 
"The residential rate is than the equivalent 
not designed for large amount of living space in 
volumes," he said. "The asingle family home. 
Brewe  Workers, 
NANAIMO, B.C. (CP) Parksvllle and Port AI- 
-- Fourteen members of bend. 
Local 300 of the Brewery A spokesman for the 
and Softdrink Workers union said today that the 
.U~ion employed at the local was unhappy with 
Nalmimo warehouse of contract proposals that 
Central Island have been made by.the 
Distributors Ltd. went on company. The workers 
strike Wednesday, cut- have been without a 
ting off draft and bottled contract since April. 
beer deliveries to central The spokesman said 
Vancouver Island talks are to resume in 
communities. Vancouver today in an 
The areas affected effort to settle the 
include Duncan, dispute. 
More groups 
oppose mining 
o f uranium 
VANCOUVER (CP) -- 
Two more groups today 
joined the growing op- 
position to.  the estab- 
lishment of a uranium 
mine near Clearwater in 
the British Columbia 
Interior. 
The B.C. Federation of 
Labor announced that it 
has Sent telegrams to 
Premier Bill Bennett and 
Mines Minister Jim 
Chabot calling for a 
moratorium on uranium 
mining until a judicial 
inquiry has been held into 
health and environmental 
impact. 
Meanwhile the B.C. 
Med ica l  Associa t io 
announced that it has 
appointed Dr. R. F. 
Wollard of Clearwater to 
monitor the situation on 
behalf of the association. 
Association president 
Dr. F. W. Tysoe said the 
group is keeping an open 
mind on uranium mining, 
but is concerned about 
potential radioactivity 
hazards. 
"Our concern is the 
protection of the en- 
vironment and of the 
health of people touched 
in any wa by the 
existence o~ such a 
mine," says Tysee. "The 
Clearwater proposal has 
particular importance, as 
it may be just the first of 
several other ap- 
. plica.tions to establish 
uranmm mines in our 
province." 
CALLS FOR INQUIRY 
Consolidated Rexapar 
Minerals and Chemicals 
Ltd., has proposed a $27- 
million open-pit mine at 
Birch Island, about 13 
kin. south of Clearwater. 
The mine would operate 
for between four and 
eight years. Toronto- 
based Denison Mines 
Ltd., active in uranium 
mining in Ontario, is a 
major shareholder in 
Consolidated Rexspar. 
Len Guy, secretary- 
treasurer of the B.C. 
Federation of Labor, said 
his organization has 
called for a judicial 
inquiry because vidence 
indicates higher-than- 
usual rates of lung cancer 
among miners at 
Denison's Elliot Lake, 
Ont. mine. 
"We are deeply 
disturbed that the 
provincial government 
intends to open the first 
uranium mine in B,C, 
without any inquiry into 
the potential nsks," he 
said. "This is irrespon- 
sible. 
"The citizens of the 
area, and the workers 
who will mine the ore 
have a right to know the 
dangers involved." 
. .. provincial government for $1.99. 
The study linked the unmn~. . . . . .  decision tosave$1 million Quebee's motor vehicle more English slogans NICAHAGUAiS 
health problems to work uuncner sam ne nan ' ' bureau imposed only two soon to be introduced. LARGEST , __  . . . . . . . . . . . .  by issuing only rear 
in the smelter. ' ,,ever ~cc, - l elz,rL ' en . . . .  hc ce plates in 1978 has design restrictions--no The partners ay they I icaragua is the Ni, 
Btmcber said he feels ~rom a.ma3or, study, sucn. ....---]~"noh~a ...t~'~. _..o, numerals, no obscenity, produce 100,000 vlates a argest of Central 
the information published as this, which, has m- trepreneurs~" into' the "Novelty plates aren't week, dividing the work America's republics, 
by the union does not :luded sohttle data from n,v,~ltv nlnt,~ m~ek~t new, they've been ex- between two Quebec- with an ~rea of 5,000 
support the conclusions Zeresults." . . . .  "-I~e-n"S"l~ugar'i'-38~.-and tremely popular in 18 owned manufacturers, square miles. 
drawn, but that sup- The company sa)a .it Gary Dingwall, ' 31, American states where Dingwall added that SIBERIANSNOT 
portin~ data may be in ~scontsctedtheunmnm ,~,,,o,~ ,,f -n  a' o~ only one licence plate is sales are bound to in- THIRSTY 
the unmn'sresearchffles, m effort to obtain the . . . . . . . .  • . . . . . . . .  _.,^_. , . . . . . .  ,~ .~ Promotmns Ltd., got required," Shugar said. crease after the guy- . Stretching 395 miles 
"This study has .,~,c,~., ,~q,.~?~..-.. started in October with But Unimex is the first eroment plates are song and nearly 49 miles 
produced tremendously uuncner sam mat on . . . . . . . . . . .  100,000 orders for the Canadian company to issued--they go on sale wide, Lake Baikal in 
valuable information for ze nares oz what ne nau . . . . . .  novelty front plates, enter the field. Jan. 9--and "everyone sou~ern Siberia holds 
the good of all concerned ~,me.n, ne zelt a n.umDer oz Sales to date total about to create designs getting one plato." water as the Great Lakes. with aluminum curious numenc Unimex hired an artist learns they are only neany as much fresh 
smel t ing , "  Buncher tiscrepancies"in the re- ~d"0~n 0aam°ntehc'eSnht ugar reflecting Quebecers' "We predict our first- WOMEN LEGISLATE 
wrote, but added that the 3ort need to be accounted - " tastes, in addition to year sales should total .. New. Hampshire has :._, terwew. 
union presentation of : v~ . . . If sales are any in- selections submitted by a about $1.5 million." the highest percentage of
flndings "contains far too The StuDy mso ap- . . • &catmn, more than Montreal agency. Suburban St. Laurent women, holdin~ 
whichlittle informatiOnan objectivefromre- ofparently'failed toaccount ~bnorm l'~'es on the million500'000 cars°f Quebec'Swill sporttW°the Ahout25slogaus in two- the municipal ogo for ~4seam~" ~is~per cent~""= for Dessible exvlanations CHOSE 25 DESIGNS ordered 5,000 plates ~th  !egl.s.l~we posiho~c,~ 
viewer can evaluate the . . . . . . . .  new front-end olates color designs were sale to its residents. 
claims made by the in- ~au~mcShOI saeitd.nmc origin, early next year, ~e ad- 
vestigators." '~ , • ded . . . • F INNING 
He su ested that the " 11 - -  
LUNG PROBLEMS l~gm( . The plates bear slogans Wl" gzve warning 
• msof s k.ele.tal such as "J'aime ma CLAIMED ~. inn's 
The union study, msoraers snoma De femme" (I love m" wife) 
carried out during the tested by examining o,a ,,.v~;m,~ ,,~,,, ~v i;~,, 
last year by environ- medical files in the ];'~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  f ferry i a 
mental health experts Community to see.  if S'F.'LL FOR $1.99 O ncre  se  
from the University of women e.mploy~ outs..zde Novelty plates are 
Chicago, was released to the smelter nan Slmlmr made of the same VICTORIA (CP) -- Bawlf, who took over 
s memborshipmeetingin problems, an id it  is metallic material as Recreation and Con- last month from Tran- 
October. Alean has with- _,:l:necomp~ ysa~ . . . .  ordinary licence plates servation Minister Sam sport Minister Jack 
held comment on the ,,t,,, wa.u,s LUL cu,,,,,,c,~ a,a o,.o ,,~ooa ~t oh,,,t Bawlf said Wednesday he Davis as the minister e- 
from . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Diner experts zt nag v . . . . . . . . . . . .  would give plenty of sponsible for the ferries, 
report until its medical retained $_2.49 each, although most warning before in- was asked in an interview :onsultants study the 
creasing fares on the ff a spring ferry rate 
British Columbia Ferry increase hinted at by 
"17/ r  b ed fleet. Davis was still planned. - Urge Inqul e re-open "F rom nowonwep lan  " I  would like to 
to give indications well in reassure the community JOHN MALDEN 
VANCOUVER (CP)  - -  recess the inquiry in- Horswill said it is to the advanceandnotsuddenly,, and all of the provmce" Finning announces the ap- 
A spokesman for I0,000 definitely because there credit of the Canadian spring things on p.eople, that we are sensitive to pointment of John Malden as 
Northwest British is no active oil port government his time said Bawlf, mimster their concerns about the .manage.rofourTe.rraceo~ra~ :" 
Columbia union workers development proposal at that it set up the . . . .  ,on Jonn rep,aces uar, 
and their families urged resent, Horswill ex- Thompson inquiry "into responmble for the ferry rates, Bawlf sazd. ,.o.~:., . . . . .  , .  ,oo ,. . . . . .  :d P . . . crownowned ferry fleet. Asked if this ruled out v'oi'n~e~J~'~a~a'ae;'o~ F~n"n';n:'~ 
Wednesday that West pressed concern that the adwsabdRy and . • . ~ y 
Coast oil ports inquiry decisions af fect ing feasiblity of this U.S.- -,-., -- - heanmcreasem thesp . rmg,sa id :  "You can raw JohnWhiteh°rse°perati°n''oined th - " 
commissioner Dr. An- residents of the area will conceived corporate 1 . )0~'  nat ro l  conclus ion".  Wiifia~sLakeine19~ToPl?:wYi~; 
drew Thompson recon- be made without consid- pipedream." 
vene the inquiry im- en:ngthem. But he said that the ~ z.- z~aw, aoueunemmme seven years' sales experience 
MONTREAL (CP) -- A midst of an study of the with other industrial firms. 
mediately in the new It has been the ex- Kitimat Pi~. Line Co., " v whole ferry system, Finning sells and services 
year. perience nf the people of which v, uthdrew its fzve,ear-old German . .  shepherd ~uard do~ specifically on the Caterpillar nd other products 
The recommendation the Northwest over the proposal to build a ter- ,,o~,,,,~,, the" a .. . . .  ,,,,~,: question of expandin~ the throughout British Columbia, 
put forward by Bill years that neither the min~l for Alaska crude v.-:. . . . .  :......,.,.~..u~,, a~...; . . .  ,4 ;t ..,;IY i.~ the Yukon and the Mackenzie 
oxnces oz me ~.eaDle ~' . " -~ - " -  " " '~  '~ . . . . . . . . . . .  Horswill, consultant to a senior governments (of oil at Kitimat and has not c mm .~verul muuMb u~u[c joint committee repre- Canada) nor the : local said whether it plans to 0 ission evenings and . . . . . .  " . . . .  "- "-~--- vmmy, ~ormwest/erruones. 
weekends major decisions are 
senting North Coast labor people in the area have renew it, has been ar- "Well, we couldn't very taken. Finning ad No. FA77-43 
cOUnCils and an any real say in the eco- rogant in dealing with the 
organization known as nomic future of the inquiry, well ask the Mounties or ~ 
Victims of Industry region," Horswill told a the Quebec police force to 
t ,  Pt i~ I~IU U I~ L, e" M I= IN /  Changing Environment summary hearing of the "Their arrogance gu d our documents, . . . . . . . . . . . .  
(VOICE.) inquiry. ' suggests that little has s:imdma/~P~i::Ssmtnpf°~othe 
Horswill said the ,"We are the~!ast.to.be changed basically," he vestil~ate illegal police CANADIAN~CELLULOSE COMPANY, . . . .  LIMITED~ 
comia i t teewas~ed l0  i~fformedatmutplans;.~let said. "L ikewise,"  he 
years ago by t l~Kit i inat- alon~ be consulted, added~ "Ottawa's failure actiwties. 
Terrace and district " : to taI~e firm action in The dog, called Carma, ~ ~ ~  
is not an attack dog, the ~ ~ ~  LahorCeuncil, the Prince DECISIONS ALREADY response to such an af- commission spokesman 
Rupert Labor Council MADE front to Canadmn sorer- said Wednesday. "An I ~ ~ ~  
~nd the Pacific Nor-Ernls~oteu~d~h]LtZ~eeW~blnY " oe~f:oYusl?]inntStherastahmeet attack dog chomps any- ~: :~ 
thwest Labor Council ~-g-~clsions have all ~rection, we-fear?'---- thing that passes. Th is  I ~ , ~ ~  (Confederation of 
Canadian Unions), and been made in advance b7 Thompson scheduled one is controlled. He ~ ~ ~  
needs an order (from an ~ ~ ! ~  represents the largest the (foreign) mulh- three days ending today accompanying security ~ ~ i ~ : ~  
single constituency in the  national promoters of the for summary guard) to do so." ~ ~ ~  
area that would be af- development schemes, representat ions by  Canna and his hun- ~ ~  
fected by oil port "The Canadian various participants in diers were hired by the i W ' ~ ! ] ~  
:levelepment. governments and the the inquir~,. He is to make Quebec justice de- ~ ~ ~  
• Commenting on public are left to react to an interim report by partment" through a ~ ~ ! ~ {  
Thompson's decision to these proposals..." March 31, 1978. private security agency. ~ ~ . i ~ . ~  
Business Briefs .FcJht the Canadian , ,o  appointments of Herschel, F. Huff as Senior 
Vice President, Pulp, and Roy W. Murphy as Senior 
OVERPAYS Syncrude delivered on its UNITY HOLDS KEY [[! 0 [#~ Vice President, Administration, are announced by 
SHAREHOLDERS promise to foster era- MONTREAL (CP) --  ~ r ~  Ronald M. Gross, President and Chief Executive 
TORONTO (CP) - -  The ployment for Alberta National unity is the key Officer of Canadian Cellulose Company. Limited. 
ant~nflalion board has Indians by signing a ma- to Canada's economy, Mr. Huff was formerly Senior Vice President. Pulp 
ruled that ~National Trust jor cleaning contract Robert Davidson, Marketing. In his new capacity, he assumes respon- 
Co. Ltd. of Toronto Wednesday with the president of the Mer- sibility for all aspects of the Company's pulp business. 
overpaid dividends by Whitefish Lake band. The cantile Bank of Canada, E~physema.~hm.Tu~culos$, Mr. Murphy was formerly Vice President. Person- 
twocenis a share in 1976 five-yearcontract, forthe said Wednesday. ChfonicBronchitis.AirPollution elandAdministration, lnhisnewcapacity.heassumes 
and 1977, company cleaning and mainte- Davidson said major broad corporate administrative responsibility in the 
president J.L.A. Colhoun nance of all workclothes financial institutions Use AI__ Company.  
said Wednesday. used by the 2,400 era- contribute to the strenl~th Christmas & However, he saidthe AIB ployees of the Syncrude of thecountry by allowing 
has accepted the corn- Mildred Lake project, is a diversity of economies Seals 
party's reports for 1976 estimated at $1.8 mi ion. and cultures to flourish. Canadtan Cellulose Company, Limited 
and 1977 on the un- 
derstanding that 
payments next year be 
limited to 88 cents a ii::i} . . . .  i i '  " 
share. It paid 83 cents in 
. . . .  : " :  . . . .  ' greattaste VACANCIES IN. ere s n lo re  CREASE 
MONTREAL (CP) " " ; • 'y" 
- . "  ,p eve ala Vacancies in rental units ' 
have almost tripled in the th  I_ly go 
greater Montreal area in e natura  od  w ines  
the last year, mainly due 
to departures, Central f rom Casabe l lo .  
Mortgage and Housing 
Corp. said Thursday. • The great tast(, of Gala Keg wim,.~ t)v Ca.~,d~cll() 
Gilles Vermette, CMHC are a natural coml)lern(;nt to good dining an(I go()d tilm,.~. 
Naturally fermented and natu'r'ally ,~gc(I, (;ala K'~,.q wine.~ 
offer you a smooth taste you'll find dclighuully 
Montreal district 
manager, sa id  high 
unemployment and rewarding. 
construction of new 
apartment buildings Each Cala Keg h()I(l~ ,1 full 3.7~ litre.',, (.(It,iv,tent 
were  also major factors, to 5 bottl(:.~. And b(~c'aus(' n() dir is trap )t'(l insi(It, 
..... .. the unique )l,',.sti(' lin(,r your la.~l gl,l.,,~ 
PLANS PROJECT CALGARY (CP) --  " I'~:i' w II ta.,,t(; as good a.~ Ih(, first. 
Mobil Oil Canada Ltd. I Inlrodu('(, v()ur~,t,l( ,m(I your frit,n{I.,~ 
has announced plans for a to Gala Keg, l iv(, fin(, wint,.~ thai n,durally 
$13-million pilot oil Wreward you with ~rt,,lt a.~tc. 
recovery project in the ~ ' : P~ And more r)f it. 
Uoydminster heavy oil L~,~ -'~ : 
deposit. The project is ..,,~s~ ..i,-,.: .... 
proposed for the Celtic " ...... :...~"; . . . . . . . .  ~ 
fieldsaskatchewan in Sask tchewan.heavy oil :,,i,:. ~g~b~!~ ~"  
The company said it has ~ i Available in Rich Red, 
applied for assist c  : Cellar Red Dry and Medium Dry, c s bell0 
from the joint federal- :~ -ii Cellar White and Sangria. w,NES LIMITED 
research fund. ~9~:  i
EMPLOYS INDIANS " "~ '~/iii:~:iil 
Er~MONTON (CP) -- 
. k /  
I 
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Junk Mail 
It might not seem like a very important 
subject o merit an editorial. Undoubtedly, 
the problem is not new, either -- but with 
the increase in the cost of postage several 
times over during the last few years it is a 
problem that iiivolves a great deal of 
money. Taxpayers money-  at that. At the 
same time, we realize the subject of wasting 
tax payers dollars - -  million~ and millions 
of them -- has been proven so often people 
begin to yawn at the mention of it. 
Anyhow -- we will try. 
This week four Lute Canada "In- 
formation" packets arrived in our marl. All 
identical. Each costing $1.20 in postage. 
Each "kit" contained nfmety-one pages of 
"information" plus returning cards. A 
reasonable assessment of cost --  $2.00 per 
packet. So far that's a total of $12.80. 
However: in the same mail were four 
identical pieces of mail, each with 12 cents 
postage, each with identical Christmas 
cards -  also from Lute Canada. The 
illustration --  in full co lour -  of the 
Christmas cards (so the cards are in- 
scribed) was designed "...by one of the 
students at Lucy McCormick School for 
mentally retarded chi ldren." (The 
"message" on the cards was almost in- 
decipherable.) Estimated cost of the four 
"christmas" cards to us, from Lute Canada 
--  including postage --  another doliar...- 
makes a total cost to Lute of $13.80. 
Terrace Post Office Zone supervisor 
Nancy Canary told the Chamber of Com- 
merce this week that each piece of marl 
delivered to Native villages by air from 
Terrace costs the Post Office $1.89 --  just 
from Terrace! Imagine ~vhat Lute Canada 
multiple mailings such as this must amount 
to. Then multiply that by all the branches of 
the various governments - - federa  
provincial, regional etc. with similar 
"junk" mail. 
The "Lute Canada" costs come out of 
your Lottery Ticket money. Each such 
multiple mailing to our office by Lute is 
costing a $5 Lute Ticket --  for which there is 
NO winner - -  and many losers. One of the 
chief "losers" being the Post Office 
department which gets deeper in the red 
with each mailing. 
Though Nancy Canary "kept her cool" 
remarkably when peppered with questions, 
complaints and accusations from the floor 
of the Chamber meeting the other night, she 
knew - -  though she could not admit it - -  
what we all know. 
With the present system of post office 
regulations there are no winners. And, for 
the many questions the public is asking, day 
after day, regarding the poorer and poorer 
service at higher and higher cost - -  there 
can be no real "answers". 
Until --  or unless, that is - -  the public 
finally reaches the saturation stage where it 
will put up with the nonsense, nomore, and 
demand-- and obtain-- a halt to the annual 
"public hijacking" by the Post Office, each 
ChTistmas. 
New B.C. Fed. Park 
Ottawa -- Honourable the mid-1950's, are 
Hugh Faullmer, Minister regarded as classic 
responsible for Parks examples of a coastal 
Canada nnojnced defense establishment. 
recently, approval of a The fort's gun batteries 
major development plan guarded the approaches 
for Fort Rodd Hill to the Esquimalt Naval 
National Historic Park Base and the commercial 
and Fisgard Lighthouse facilities of Victoria 
on Vancouver Island. harbour. 
In making the an- 
nouncement the Minister Fisgard Lighthouse, 
said, "I'm certain that the first light station on 
the park will become a the rugged west coast, 
major historic landmark was btfilt in 1860 and is 
and preserve for all still functional. It is a 
Canadians, a distinctive National Historic Site in 
~art of our cultural its own right as well as 
eritage." being a part of the Fort 
The program of Rodd Hill historic park 
preservation and complex. The lighthouse 
resotration work to be will be restored to its 1873 
undertaken on the 74 appearance and will 
hectares (1.83 acres) house an exhibit related 
waterfront park is ex- to west coast navigation. 
pected to take five years 
at a total cost of $4.7 "Fort Rodd Hill," Mr. 
million. Faulkner said, "has been 
Fort Rodd Hill, 13.7 used as a military 
kilometres (8~/~ miles) defense within living 
from downtown Victoria, memory and anyone 
became a National having an association 
Historic Park in 1962. Its with the site is invited to 
fortifications, spanning share reminiscences and 
63 years of military assist in this ambitious 
history which ended in and exciting project." --~TERRACE 
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Prince Rupert, Terrace. Kltimat, Fraser Lake, Vancouver and Beliingham 
Washington - approximately 120 of them - attended a combined meeting of Lions 
from zones A3 and A4 in International District 19, earlier this month, at Smlthers. 
District governor Dick Pierce, from Vancouver, held a District cabinet meeting. 
It was his second Smlthers visit in two months. Guest sl3ea.ker at the Smither..s 
CLOCKWATCHING 
ANYONE? 
Time-- how do we define it? It is reputed to do, 
and to be, many things. It is something we never 
have enough of when we are enjoying ourselves. 
It's something ofwhich there is far too much when 
it rushes past like a centipede with 101 sore feet! 
Time can be something we hoard, something we 
actually save kup for, but we cannot save time for 
it marches endlessly on. It can be scheduled, it 
can certainly be mismanaged and we must be 
admit, it can be wasted. 
Time is certainly aversatile asset which can be 
used in a multitude of ways, not all of them 
commendable, but it must be used. Once it passes, 
it's gone forever. It can be stolen. Reliable sources 
estimate that he value of time stolen in Canada is 
$8 billion annually. Think of it. An amount equal to 
I per cenc of the entire annual Canadian gross 
national product! 
Eight billion dollars. This horrendous figure 
represents he cost of time stolen by workers who 
deliberately waste or abuse time during the period 
when. they ~e.heing paid to work. The first 
ways. 
People who arrive at their place of emploYm_ent 
latre are rarely known to compensate for this theft 
of time form their employers at the other end of 
the day. On the contrary, ithas been observed that 
efforts are often made to offset by leaving early! 
Shortening the working hours is stealing time. -- 
and one thing we probably did not stress -- Time 
IS money when one is on the job. 
There are ways of passing idle moments by 
socializing. A little chat aobut last night's.game, a 
second cup of coffee in a naighb.ourin~ ofhce or ... 
but the picture is fairly c|ear, mere m no nsea m 
explain further.. 
There are people who feel entitled to so many 
sick days -- and take them -- regardless of need 
and of the extra load placed on fellow workers and 
the potential overtime therefore needed. These 
are brother and sister to the personwho is con- 
tinually on the telephone, rehashin~ last night's 
adventures or trying to organme tonight's 
escapade. Ofcourse, such organisation takes time 
and thought. While the thought may be ~e per: 
sonal possession ofthe thinker, the time oevotea 
to it belongs to the person who is paying wa~es .and 
salaries. The use of it, in unauthoriseu msmon, 
sinctitutes theft. 
'TII just eat my sandwich at my desk -- my 
bench -- my counter...." we have all heard this. 
Far too often it is followed silently by the words 
"and then will take my lunch hour". Does time 
make thieves of us all? We hope not, but there is 
developing a careless use of work-time which is 
affecting productivity. It now take longer to make 
the proverbial widget than it did in the days of 
Ebenezer Scrooge. The, the clock ticking away on 
the wail was far more prominent and, in every 
sense, better observed. 
What price do we pay for lower productivity? 
The question hardly needs to be asked. It is 
reflected in the intolerable inflation we have all 
experienced, and could continue to experience, 
unless this contributing factor is reastrained and 
reduced. Itshould never be forgotten that these so 
called buried or hidden costs, relat ~ to such 
things as stolen time, are passed on t~ the even- 
tual consumer. The consumer, of course, is US -- 
all of us. Whether we are part of the time theft 
conspiracy as a participant, or an unblinking and 
untelling observer, we help pay for it. 
With the imminence of Christmas and the 
inevitable retelling of the Scrooge epic and his 
conversion to kindliness, we do not advocate a
return to the working conditions endured by Bob 
Cratchitt. All we su~sst is a realistic look at our 
work habits and a recognition that conscious 
misuse of time is stealing. 
Christmas 
Hold your Christmas 
wrappings and fancy 
bows until you reach your 
destination if you intend 
to fly during the holiday 
season, is the advice of 
CP Air. 
Parcels hadn carried 
on an aircraft must pass 
through security screens 
at airports and may 
require to be opened for 
inspeciton before 
boarding. If this is 
nece:'sary, the hours of 
artistic talents in gift 
wrapping can disappear 
in minutes. Also CP Air 
~ints out, nuch of the 
etide wrappings and 
ribbon is metallic which 
is sure to excite any 
conscientious electronic 
watchman. 
Parcels wrapped and 
sent with regular 
baggage which is stored 
in the cargo hold of the 
aircraft is not affected, 
siad the airline. 
who, 
with his wife l]ynne had travelled the furthest of any clelega~e. 
While Lions attended the Saturday afternoon meeting, their wives went on a 
shopping spree, then met at a wine and cheese tasting in the Tyee Motor Ho~l. 
After this they Joined in a cocktail party-dinner dance at rite Elks Hail. 
Representing Terrace was Zone Chairman Hugh W. Hepburn, of District 19-A4. 
Rivers and Shores 
KitlmatOll Pipeline are noted for having inversion conditions 50 per 
and cent of the time. This means the air is trapped and 
ThomDsonlnquiry: not moving. Even if the Terminal that was 
The ~Thompson I quiry is completing its final proposed for Kitimat produced the eguivalent air 
pollution, say of 300,000 people, the. nnpact.u.p~ 
air quality would be herrenoous, wnen commn~ 
with emissions from existing industry and urban 
act, summarizing its findings andlistening to final 
submissions from major participants in the 
in]~,amr~er-'"-" this week, the staff members of the 
inquiry submitted a report on their v!ews, to Dr. 
Thompson. Noteworthy was their pesiuon mat me 
Oil companies and the//" supporters have not been 
able to show that a West Coast Oil Port is needed. 
The staff report said that American oil 
requirements can be met by oil swaps, such as 
Alberta oil going to the U.S. midwest with oil 
landed on the U.S. east coast going to Eastern 
Canada. Alternatively, Alaskan oil could be 
ship~mi to Japan with Persian Gulf off which was 
originally to Japan, delivered instead to the U.S. 
East Coast or Gulf of Mexico ports and through 
existing pipelines and by unit trains to the Nor- 
them Tier refineries. Because answers to critical 
questions, such as supply, demand and en- 
vronmental impact are far from satisfactory, the 
staff report urges Canada to reject any pressure 
from the United States for a quick decision on a 
West Coast Port. The staff members eport should 
be commended on the latter statement. 
Canada does not have a comprehensive energy 
policy. Therefore it should not, under pressure 
from the Unit~i States, (who does not want an oil 
port in Washington State) or the Multi.,nationsl Oil 
companies agree to tha constr~tion.of anoff ~.rt 
on Canada's West Count until it has necinen ~c m m 
Canada best interests to do so. 
It is interesting that the majority of people in 
Washington state do not want an Oil Port on their 
coastline regardless of the employment and 
economic benefits. Yet in Kitimat, which does noc 
have dire economic or high unemployment 
problems, actively supports the oil port proposal. 
Why? How can people have such opposite per- 
spectives. 
Not often talked about since the question of a 
West Coast Oil Port has arisen, yet very crucial 
and important to peop!es health, is the air 
pollution from an off.loading oil terminal. I read 
recently that the Oil Terminal proposed for Long 
Beach, California wiould produce the equivalent 
air pollution of a city of 600,000 people. 
What would be the effect of an Oil Terminal at 
Kitimat upon the air quality oveer that com- 
munity? Atmospberice conditions over Kitimat 
i 
activities. 
Why in the name of progress do com.mu~.~ 
leaders so ofine support targe inuusmm 
developments hat are not in harmony with 
region or tthe majority of its people, -- vis-a-vis 
the Oil Port proposal? 
The editor of this paper made some inte .res.ttng 
points this week which some local politicians 
should take not of, instead of waiting for huge 
grandiose projects to be plumped on their door- 
steps. 
Fish and Wildlife laws: 
For many years the B.C. Wildlife Federation 
has been very critical of the light penalties im- 
posed upon those who break fish and wildlife laws 
m B.C. Most often the law breakers fffound guilty, 
have been dealt only a minimum fine or penalty 
for their mideemeanor. In recent years there has 
appeared tobe a new awareness by judges in B.C. 
towards the values of fish and wildlife, with much 
stiffer penalties being imposed upon those who 
flaunt fish and wildlife regulations. 
Recent local court cascs,..involving~ Federal 
Fisheries ~0fficers, anal pro~n~" l C, OnsQ~gtim ~ 
Officers, seems to zffdich~e tiiht the a~v'arene~ of 
the value of fish and wildlife to Northwestern B.C. 
has not yett reached those who are responsible for 
imposing penalties upon the law breakers in this 
region. It is strange and sad that so many 
politicians and members of the judicial system 
treat fish and wildlife almost with contempt. 
Our Federal and Provincial Fish and Wildlife 
Officers work many long hours gathering 
evidence, writing and deliveryin~ subeonss, along 
with compiling all the other written information 
for each case, including attendance at court 
hearings. 
All too often their efforts produce no moretben 
a $25 fine or the case is thrown out of court on a 
techinicality. It is frustrating for these people who 
are usually very dedicated hard working public 
employees. Andit is frustrating for the general 
public ~vho feel helpless to try and do anything 
about it. It is easier to criticize the Prime Minister 
of our Country than a judge in our own Com- 
munity. 
Letter 
to Editor 
Dear Sir: 
With the yE ear 1977 
drawing to a close I once 
again would like to ex- 
press a deep sense of 
appreciation to the 
Terrace Herald and to 
Radio Station CFTK and 
CFTK-T.V. for assistance 
~rovided to the Canadian 
ational Institute for the 
Blind. 
A special mention must 
go  to A1 Pursohke, 
campaign chairman, and 
to Lions Clubs and the 
dedicated volunteers for 
giving of their time and 
efforts in support of 
CNIB. The generous 
contributions of citizens 
of these areas enabled us 
to make this year's 
campagin for funds the 
most outstanding ever 
conducted. 
On behalf of the 
Canadian National In- 
stitute for the Bline I 
accept this assistance 
with sincere a ap- 
preciation. It will enable 
our agency to continue 
our programs in the area 
of prevention of blindness 
and the regabilitation of 
our visually handicapped 
citizenns. 
Yours sincerely 
Fred Koalenz 
District Administrator 
Wmle me zone meeung was Demg nela, Lions' wives attended a coffee party. 
Lorraine Penner (left) and host president's wife Clara Capewell w'ere pictured 
Hepburn from Terrace (zone chairman Hug h s wife) first choice of the muffins. 
Commercial 
hockey 
Totem Ford stretched their lead with two more 
impressive wins in the past weeks Commercial 
Hockey League action. On Thursday night Bob 
Peacock lead the team to a 7 to 3 victory over McEwan 
Motox ~ with his third "Hat Truck" of the season. Tom 
Farrow fired home four goals and Rend Michaud 
three in their 12 to 2 victory over Skeena Hotel in 
Monday nights action. Skeena continues to suffer 
from lack of player tur nout and injuries. It is hoped 
their team will be back to full strength after the 
Christmas break• McEwan still holds second place 
but G & A closed the gap coming back from 3 goals 
down to trounce McEwan 9 to 4 on Monday night. 
Terry Grimm lead the G & A onslaught with his second 
"Hat Trick" of the season. 
There has been a shift in the scoring rac • with 
Totem Ford's Bob Peacock taking over first place 
from Skeena's Dave Sharpe who remains tied for 
secon dwith G & A's Jim Gustafson. 
The League will be taking a Christmas break with 
final games on Monday Dec. 19th. The Season will 
recommence on Thursday January 5th. 
The Totem Ford Commercial All Star Team looks 
very impressive this year. They have won all their 
exhibition games this season. Fans can come out and 
have a look at the team this Saturday Dec. 17th. when 
they host the Prince Rupert Commercial All Stars in 
an exhibition game at the Terrace Arena. Game time 
is 8:00 p,m.  
TEAM STANDINGS: 
Team G W L T P 
Totem Ford 13 10 3 0 20 
McEwanMotors 13 6 5 2 14 
G&A 13 5 6 2 12 
SkeenaHotel 13 3 10 0 6 
SCORING RACE: 
Name Team GA P 
Bob Peacock Totem 15 14 29 
DaveSharpe Skeena 19 8 27 
Jim Gustafson G & A 12 15 27 
Dick Shinde Totem 11 11 22 
RinoMichaud Totem 12 7 19 
Tom Farrow Totem 9 10 19 
Steve Dlllabough McEwan 9 9 18 
SaanJames Totem 6 12 18 
FrankO'Brien McEwan 8 9 17 
Les Thorsteinson G & A 3 14 17 
All Star Exhibition game Sat. Dec. 17th, 8:00 p.m. 
Terrace Arena. 
Sports 
Lead in 
MADONNA DI 
CAMPIGLIO, Italy (AP) 
- -  Hanni Wenzel of 
Liechtenstein won the 
women's giant slalom 
Thursday for her first 
World Cup ski triumph in 
two years and took the 
lead in the 1978 Cup 
standings with 53 points. 
It was the 21-year-old 
skier's own birthday 
~resent, just one day late. 
he was timed in one 
minute 31.68 seconds in 
the first run and 1:30.~0 in
the second for a total of 
3:02.13. 
Kathy Kreiner of 
Timmins, Ont., failed to 
complete a giant slalom 
for the first time in two 
years when she missed a
gate on the first leg and 
was eliminated. 
Susan Clifford of 
Cantley, Que., was 38th in 
3:14.04. " 
Austrianveteran 
Monika Kaserer was 
second in 3:02.68 with 
heats of 1:31.92 and 
1: 30.76. Defending World 
Cup queen Lise Marie 
Morerod of Switzerland 
finished fourth in 3:02.69 
Young Maria Epple of 
West Germany/who had 
led the first heat in 
1:31.48, was fourth in 
3:02.25 after a second run 
ski cup 
Sixth was another 
Austrian, Lea Soollmer, 
3:04.39, and eighth 
another Swiss, Marie 
Therese Nadig, in 3:04.96. 
Becky Dorsey of the 
United States was ninth 
in 3:65.20 and team-mate 
Cindy Nelson was 10th in 
3:05.28. 
I n  the World Cup 
standings, Morerod 
moved into second place 
with 40 points, Kaserer 
had 38, Proell 36 and 
Epple 31. 
Kreiner said things 
started going bad for her 
at the start. 
,~a~ . . 
;: 
.... : ~.~'./.-..~,.~ 
Gabriel CFL All-Star 
Tony Gabriel, the 
talented Ottawa Rough 
Riders tight end, has 
been picked as a member 
of the Canadian Football 
League all-star team for 
the fifth time in six years. 
Gabriel, who led the 
league in pass-receiving 
with 65 catches for 1,362 
yards, is one of six re- 
peaters from the 1976 
offensive squad. 
five representatives--one 
on offence and four on 
de fence. 
British Columbia 
Lions, Ottawa and 
Toronto each put three 
members on the squad, 
Hamilton Tiger-Cats and 
Winnipeg Blue Bombers 
two apiece, and Calgary 
Stampeders and 
Saskatchewan 
Roughriders one each. 
THREE LIONS PICKED 
The Lions, who made it 
Winnipeg, who-led the 
West with 1,262 yards 
rushing, is the other un- 
ning back for the second 
year, and team-mate 
Tom Scott, the West's top 
pass receiver with 1,079 
yards on 66 catches, isthe 
slotback. 
Wide receiver Tom 
Forzani is the only 
Calgary representative 
while guard Ralph 
Galloway is the lone 
Saskatchewan player. 
Guard Jeff Turcotte 
But only one member of 
last year's defensive 
lineup is back-- 
cornsrbackDickle Harris to the Western Con-. joins Gabriel as Ottawa 
of the Grey Curt Cham , ference playoffs for the representatives on the 
• ,~-~,,ntr~al ~ouettes: first time since' 1974 dffensive team while 
~",:~i ~" for the fourth before losing to Ed- Montreal has tackle Dan 
successive season . monton in the final, Yochum, picked, for the 
• topped the offensive third straight year, 
The 1977 team, selected s.quad with , three Toronto has rookie tackle 
in voting by the Football P.layers"q_uarternacK .~ Mike Wilson, and Ed- 
Reporters of Canada nd Jerry. T agge, ~ w~ae taunton is represented by
announcedThursdav, h s receiver Leon vr]gnt, place kicker Dave Cutle~' 
,-on~ontntiv~.~ ~f all also named top rookie in who set a CFL record of 
"~=" . . . . . .  " " ' - -  - ' the CFL, and centre Al nine clubs m its offensive 50 field goals. 
Wilson, an all-star for the 
third year in succession. 
Hamilton running back 
Jimmy Edwards, who led 
the CFL in rushing with 
1,581 yards and a 
remarkable 6.3 average 
and was named the top 
~layer in the league, is 
ack for the second year, 
joined by teammate Ken 
Clark as all-star punter. 
Jim Washington of 
FOUR ON DEFENCE 
The Alouettes, who 
lineup. But only Ed- 
monton Eskimos, the 
Alouettes,  Toronto 
Argonauts and Ottawa 
Rough Riders have 
players on the defensive 
squad. 
The Eskimos, who were 
beaten 41-6 by Montreal 
in the Grey Cup, named 
six players-- one on of- 
fence and five or~ defence, 
and the Alouettes have 
dgave up the fewest points 
uring the season, are 
represented on the 
defensive squad by tackle 
Glen Weir, previously 
named to the all-star 
team in 1975, outside 
linebacker Chuck Zapiec, 
safety Randy Rhino and 
Harris. 
"I think it all started to 
~a o wrong when I was a bit 
te for the race," she 
said. " I  didn't have ~ SHUFFLEBOARDS myself ully prepared. I 
was still thinkilig of 
everything I had to do 
when I was on the course. ~ Supreme in Quality & Value 
Then I came to the pitch. 
I was sitting back to far, L 
didn't make the turn and et~ DO IT in '77 
went out at the next ~ '~ .. 
.gate." ~ I DROP IN. PHONE OR WRITE FOR 
COLOUR BROCHURE 
COULD BE EXPECTED ~ n; [ 445 West 2nd Avenue. Vancouver. B.C, 
was , VSV IE3 "Kathy b,o,und to ~ b, 
fall • sometime, said b, 
coach Bernie Lalonde of (604) 873-2431 
Ottawa. " I t  happens to 
Morerod. It happens to m9 
Proell. It is disappointing 
but it is not unforesen." : O~ 
CAREER OPPORTUNITY with t 
This progressive John Deere Industrial Dealership 
requires a 
Salesman 
?; 
.J, 
in 1:31.77. Lalonde blamed race 
,organizers for rushing 
Annemarie Moser- the pre-race inspection. 
Proell, the Austrian star "We knew last night 
who had sought revenge that when they {vould 
after bein~ disqualified allow only 45 minutes for 
last week m Val d'Isere the racers to inspect he 
on grounds he used an course that things would 
illegal ski suit, came in be tight. Usually they at- 
fifth with 3:03.40. low at least an hour. We'll 
just have to make sure in 
WANTED TO MAKE UP future that the race jury 
Moser-Proell he~d allows more time." * 
placed second • in Val 
d'Isere and she said she He said the hurried 
wanted to makeup for the preview was at least 
20pointsthe / I portly to blame for 
disqualification had cost Kathy's mistake. "She 
her, but she missed the likes to have a lot of time 
target, to look at a course, then 
Morerod, who won the free ski beside it so that 
Val d'Isere rh~e but has she's fully prepared when 
not been performing she arrives at the start." 
steadily this year, had 
pledged to fight off the . Kreiner will race in one 
expected challenge from more giant slalom, at 
the French women, who Saalbach, Austria, next 
had done well so far this week, before going home 
season.., They too, for Christmas. Clifford 
however, slumped here will join the Europa Cup 
and had to settle for a team for slalom andgiant 
~eventh place by slalom races at Bet- 
in Smithers 
to be responsible for all aspects of 
heavy duty equipment sales a nd field lie Ison. 
The ideal candidate will possess a good education, be neat in ap. 
pearance, and be able to communicate well with the public. 
Former heavy equipment experience (sales or mechanical) is a 
decided asset. 
Reply in writing or in person to Mr. 6ill Ross, Manager 
Madigan Equipment Ltd. 
¢~.w qht t t  Cml4k~P*  I1  #" Dk~n~ aA-n  ' l '~L  
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Ima Lulu 
horse )T' the year 
TORONTO (CP) -- Ima 
Lulu, the four-year-old 
trotting mare owned by 
Duncan MacDonald of 
Sydney, N.S., has been 
voted Canada's harness 
horse of the year in a poll 
conducted by the 
Canadian Trotting 
Association. 
Last week, the Ontario 
Jockey Club gave Ima 
Lulu the same award. 
Winner of 14 of 18 
season starts, Ima Lulu 
earned $243,875 for the 
year, increasing her ca- 
reer earnings to $413,671. 
MacDonald purchased 
the horse as a yearling 
for $25,000. She is trained 
by Alberton, P.E.I., 
native Joe O'Brien and 
was driven during the 
year by O'Brien and his 
step-son, Stan Bayliss. 
Ima Lulu's 1977 season 
included 11 wins with 
times of two minutes or 
less for the mile and she 
finished the year bh de- 
feating Hambletonian 
winner Green Speed in 
the $100,750 American 
Trotting Classic at 
California's Hollywood 
Park. 
It was the second horse. 
ofthe-year award for a 
MacDonald-owned horse. 
MacDonald's Fresh 
Yankee won the title in 
1969. 
WAPLES REPEATS 
Driver Run Waples of 
Rockwoed, Ont., who is 
approaching the $1- 
million mark in season 
purse winnings, was 
chosen horseman of the 
lear, also duplicating the 
onor he won in last 
week's Ontario Jockey 
Club poll. 
Winners of other horse- 
of-theyear categories in 
the CTA poll: Two- 
year-old ~'otting filly-- 
Imagery, ow ted by A.M. 
Cuddy Sta ~les Ltd., 
Strathroy, Ont. 
Two-year-old pacing 
filly-- Happy Lady, 
Linda Lockey and Myra 
Masterson, St. Cath- 
arines, Ont. 
Two-year-old trotting 
colt-- Brisco Hanover, 
Barr M. Stable, Ottawa. 
Two-year-old pacing 
colt-- Tarbesto Hanover, 
Ray Hobin, Stittsville, 
Ont. 
Three-year-old trotting 
filly-- Elmsford, Ferme 
Grade, Inc., St.-Baslle.Le 
Grand and Henri Filion, 
Montreal. 
Three-year-old pacing 
filly-- Constance 
Hanover, Barbara 
Lennox, Orton, Ont. 
Three-year.old trotting 
colt-- R.B. Jet, Rae Bodi, 
Montreal, and Norm 
Jones, Lydhurst, Ont. 
Three-year-ore pacing 
colt-- Super Clint, Alice 
Kopas, Ilderton, Ont. • 
Aged trotting mare-- 
Ima Lulu. 
Aged pacing mare-- 
Senga Vicki, Umphrey 
Land and Livestock, 
Lloydminster, Sask. 
Aged trotting horse-- 
Dart Camp, Neff 
McRann, Lucan, Ont. 
Aged pacing horse-- 
Dream Maker, Antonio 
Chiaravelle, Hamilton. 
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WORLI) BRIEFS 
TOKYO (AP) -- The 
United States won four 
and drew two of eight 
singles matches Thurs- 
day and led Japan 18-6 
after the second round of 
the third U.S.-Japan 
college golf meet. The in- 
dividual lead went to 
John Cook of Ohio State, 
who earned two points for 
the U.S. by beating first- 
round leader Masahiro 
Kuramoto, Japan's four- 
time collegiate and 
amateur champion, 71 to 
76. 
MAY BE SUCCESSOR 
PULLMAN, Wash. 
(CP) -  Hugh Campbell, 
who coached Edmonton 
Eskimos to the Canadian 
Football League final this 
season, is being men- 
tioned as a possible 
successor to head coach 
Warren Powers at Wash- 
ington State University, 
Campbell's alma mater. 
Powers. hired a year ago, 
announced this week he is 
leaving to take the head 
coachin~ job at the 
University of Missouri. 
CONTRACTEX- 
TENDED 
NEW YORK (AP) -- 
Lefthanded pitcher Ron 
Guidry, a key performer 
in New York Yankees' 
drive to baseball's World 
Series victory, has signed 
a three-year extension of 
his contract through 1981, 
the club announced 
Thursday. Guidry posted. 
a 16-7 record with a 2.82 
earned run average 
during the regular 
season. 
ADD ANOTHER 
CHARGE 
NASHVILLE, Tenn. 
(AP) - -  Police said 
Thursday they have 
added possession of 
marijuana to the charges 
against former National 
Football League quar- 
terback Joe Gilliam. 
Arrested Wedneday on a 
robbery warrant, Gilliam 
was on probation for a 
weapms charge and an 
earher marijuana 
charge. Gilliam was cut 
by New Orleans Saints 
this year after being re. 
leased by Pittsburgh 
Steelers. 
LAUDA IS NO.I 
LONDON (AP) -- Niki 
Lauda, who came back 
from a near-fatal crash to 
win the world auto racing 
championship, has been 
chosen by European 
sports writers of The 
Associated Press as the 
world's No. 1 sportsman 
of 1977. Rosemarie 
Ackermann, East Ger- 
man high jumper, was a 
runaway choice as No. 1 
sportwoman. 
SOCCER COACH 
NAMED 
PHILADELPHIA (AP) 
- -  Richard Dennis, 36, 
former manager of 
Newcastle United of the 
English League, has been 
named coach of the new 
North American Soccer 
League team here. Peter 
Osgood, 30, who play~ 
~e laQLtilree Fears ~th 
~oumampton, IS 1[1~ Ill'St 
playe~T ~ought by the 
club, to be known as 
Philadelphia Furies. 
SOCCER STAR SOLD 
LONDON (AP) -- 
Soccer star Joe Royle, 
who has been on loan 
from Manchester City to 
Bristol City, was tran- 
sferred permanently to 
the Bristol team Thur- 
sday. Bristol City paid 
&90,000 ($180,000) for 
Royle, who cost Man- 
chester City &200,-000 
when he was transferred 
from Everton in 1974. 
JOB FOR HARKNESS 
- ALBANY, N.Y. (AP) -- 
Ned Harkness, former 
coach of Detroit Red 
Ali Signed 
NEW YORK (Reuter) 
-- Promoter Bob Arum 
said Thursday he has 
signed Muhammad All to 
a contract o defend his 
worldheavyweight 
boxing title against Ken 
Norton, probably in 
"September. 
Ali, attending a news 
conference to publicize 
his Feb. 15 title match 
against Olympic 
champion Leon Spinks, 
also said he had signed to 
meet Norton for a fourth 
time. 
"I don't anticipate any 
trouble with Norton," 
Arum said. "I plan to go 
to California to talk to 
Norton and his managers 
between Christmas and 
New Year's and we 
should wrap it up then." 
Asked if he hadagreed 
to give the champion the 
$12 million he had 
demanded for a fight with 
fight did not take place. 
Naturally, I need to be 
financed by someone lse 
to put up a sum that 
large." 
WON'T BE IN U.S. 
The promoter said the 
fight definitely will not be 
in the United States. 
"It will be held in a 
foreign country but I'm 
not at liberty to identify 
the country at this time. 
The nation itself will 
make an announcement 
immediately after the 
Ali-Spinks fight Feb. 15." 
In their three previous 
bouts, Norton beat Ali in 
the first, breaking his 
jaw, and then lost the 
next two. 
All three matches were 
decided on points. Ali was 
not champion at the time 
of the first two, in March 
and September, 1973. 
The last fight was for 
the title, with Ali out- Norttn, Arum replied: 
"No, not yet. All I've pointi'ng Norton Sept. 20, 
given him is a $125,000 1976, in a controversial 
advance payment which decision at Yankee 
would be forfeited if the Stadium in New York. 
Long road trips 
NEW YORK (AP) -- 
Travel and a congested 
schedule may be getting 
the better of some 
National Hockey League 
teams. 
Two of the clubs whose 
coaches have expressed 
concern over the matter 
are Vancouver Canucks 
and Chicago Black 
Hawks of the Smythe 
Division. 
After the Canucks 
completed five road 
games in seven nights 
with a 3-0 loss to the 
Sabres in Buffalo last 
Sunday, Vancouver 
coach Orland Kurtenbach 
said: 
"Our schedule has lots 
to do with it. But these 
long road trips are a fact 
of life for us. We had 
another one and we've 
got more ahead of us." 
The Canucks opened 
the season in New York 
against the Rangers, 
played two nights later in 
Colorado and the next 
night in Minnesota before 
trekking home for seven 
consecutive home games 
of which they lost the last 
four. 
Then came another 
nightmare--at home 
Nov. 4 against the 
Rangers, in Philadelphia 
two nights later against 
the Flyers, in Denver two 
nights later against he 
Rockies and at St. Louis 
the following evening for 
a meeting with the Blues. 
"That's one of the 
problems of playing on 
the West Coast," said 
"We've got to do 
something about the 
scheduling next year 
because it's killing my 
team," he said, noting 
that for the last two 
weeks his team has been 
homefor one game, away 
for the next, and so on. 
"We've played eight 
games in 12 nights and 
we've got four more in 
five nights next week. We 
ust can't be fresh at 
ome when we have to 
come off the road like we 
did from New York last 
night. 
"I would say of the 40 
home games we have this 
year, we'll be lucky to be 
fresh for 16 of them. Just 
look at Montreal; they 
can have a home game 
any night they want and 
be ready." 
Pulford spoke as 
though the Black Hawks 
had lost, but they had tied 
the Rangers 2-2. That 
same night, the 
Canadians lost 3-2 to the 
North Stars in Minnesota. 
And let's not forget hat 
the Canucks and Black 
Hawks share first place 
in the Smythe Division in 
spite of the travel. 
Pro 
downhill 
race  
ASPEN, Colo. (CP) - -  
Cal~ary's Jim Hunter 
maoe an impressive 
Raiders lead Broncos 
NEW YORK (AP) -- 
Denver and Oakland 
finished 1-2 in the 
National Football 
Loague's American 
Conference West this 
season, but the Raiders 
lead the Broncos 8-5 in 
putting players on the 
AFC all-star team for the 
Jan. 23 Pro Bowl in 
Tampa, Fla. 
The Raiders, defending 
Super Bowl champions, 
will have tight end Dave 
Casper, tackle Art Shell, 
guard Gene Upshaw and 
punter Ray Guy in the 
starting lineup. Guy, 
selected to the squad in 
each of his five years in 
the league, is the only 
unanimous AFC selec- 
tion. 
Oakland's four other 
representatives are 
reserves--wide receiver 
Cliff Branch, centre Dave 
Dalby, quarterback Ken 
Stabler and running back 
Mark van Eeghen. 
The Broncos, i n ; the  
playoffs for the first t ime 
andowners of the NFL's 
best record at 12-1, will 
have starters in defensive 
end Lyle Alzado, middle 
linebacker Randy 
Gradishar and safety 
Billy Thompson, plus out- 
side linebacker Tom 
Jackson and cornerback 
Louis Wright in reserve. 
Baltimore also placed 
five players on the AFC 
roster, all starters. They 
are tackle George Kunz, 
running back Lydell 
Mitchell, defensive nd 
John Dutton, defensive 
tackle Mike Barnes and 
aee-klcker Toni 
nhart. 
The other starters are 
wide receivers Nat Moore 
of Miami and Lynn 
Swarm of Pittsburgh, 
guard Joe DeLamielleure 
of Buffalo, centre Jim 
Longer and quarterback 
Bob Griese of Miami, 
running back Franco 
Harris of Pittsburgh, 
defensive tackle Curley 
Culp of Houston, outside 
linebackers Robert Bra- 
zile of Houston and Jack 
Ham of Pittsburgh, 
cornerbacks Mike ~ ! 
Haynes of New England 
and Lemar Parrish of 
Cincinnati, safety Tom 
Casanova of Cincinnati 
and kick returner Billy 
Johnson of Houston. 
Star Wars game 
CONCORD, Ont. -- 
Parker Brothers have 
just released to Canadian 
retailers Star Wars 
games, jig-saws puzzles 
and poster art. 
Made in Parker 
Brothers' Concord plant, 
under exclusive license 
from Twentieth Century 
Fox, the Star Wars 
products are also being 
exported form Ontario. 
Over half-a-million 
copies of Parker 
Brothers' Star Wars 
family game have been 
shipped to the United 
States since September. 
Parker Brothers 
moved quickly last spring 
to develop the Star Wars 
products and get them 
onto the market well in 
time for Christmas. 
James A. Tomlin, Senior 
Product manager, said 
was highly unusual to 
introduce a new procuct 
for Christmas with such a 
short lead time. 
We feel wave cap- 
tured the excitement of 
the movie in a full-scale 
family board game," he 
added. Up to four players 
(all ages hut particularly 
those 7 to 13) can enjoy 
the board game in which 
the objective is to move 
safety of the rebel base. 
The unusual board 
design takes the shape of 
the Death Star and 
contains many pitfalls for 
players triving to obtain 
the blueprint to safety 
and to turn off the 
Tractor Beam that will 
allow them to escape. 
Parker Brothers' 500 
piece Star Wars jigsaw 
puzzle challenges the 
most skilled; a simpler 
140-piece puzzle with 
bigger piecesis intended 
for those 6 to 10 years. 
An exciting Space 
Battle and Luke 
Skywalker are subjects of 
the 500-poece puzzle, 
while the 140-piece puzzle 
features, as one subject, 
an action shot of 
Chewbacca and Hart Solo, 
and second, everyone's 
favorite Star Wars 
characters, Artoo-Detoo 
and See-Threepio. 
Under th~ Craftmaster 
brand, d/arketed in 
Canada ~li~ Parker 
Brothers', '~ach set of 
Star Wars poster art 
contains t~-o preprinted 
posters wi[~ one showing 
the Galactic Don Fight 
and the second, entitled 
"The Forces of Good and 
Luke Skywalker and Evil." Six colorful, non- 
Princess Lain, together toxic poster pens are 
with Han Solo and provided with each set. 
Chewbacca away from The posters are 
the garbage compactor recommended for those 
and the Death Star to the I0 and ). l~p. 
Kurtenbach. " I  don't debut as a professional 
know what you canndo Thursday, winning the An Asian tribe sets aside eight days a year when no work, 
about it, except possibly seasonopening downhill bathing or visiting is done in order to give the spirit of 
move the team to Toronto race of the world pro ski 
or something." tour. 
That was meant as a 
joke. But Vancouver is Hunter was one of 
the clear-cut NIIL leader Canada's top dowhill 
in air miles logged during racers on the amateur 
a season and Toronto is World Cup circuit until he 
one of the least-travelled turned pro this year. 
clubs. Thursday's race was the 
KILLING SCHEDULE first downhill event ever 
Chicago coach Bob held on the pro tour and 
Pulford complained when several others are 
the Black Hawks played a planned for later in the 
2-2 tie with the Islanders season. 
at Uniondale, N.%., 
Tuesday, then sprinted Yvon Blackburn of ~ 
home for a meeting with Chicoutiml, Que., 
the Rangers on Wed- collected $1,000 for 
nesday night, finishing fifth. 
Discretion in 
Wings of the National 
Hockey League, has been 
named public relations 
director of the harness 
racing track in Saratoga 
Springs, N.Y. Harkness, 
who takes up his new 
duties Jan. 6, will remain 
as hockey coach at Union 
College in Schenectady. 
WALDEN IS INJURED 
PITTSBURGH (AP) -  
Pittsburgh Steelers have 
tested two punters as 
possible replacements for
regular Bobby Walden, 
the former Edmonton Es- 
kimos kicker who hurt a 
knee in the Steelers' 17-10 
National Football League 
loss to Cincinnati last 
Sunday. The two are Rick 
Englos and Bill Waggin- 
heim. 
SYDNEY (Reuter) -- 
Roscoe Tanner of the 
United States increased 
his chances of competing 
in the $400,000 Masters 
Tournament in New York 
next month by beating 
fellow countryman Tom 
Gorman in the third 
round of the New South 
Wales open tennis 
championships Thur- 
sday. Tanner, currently 
ninth in the Grand Prix 
standings, won 7-6, 7-5. 
SPECTATORS RIOT 
LAHORE, Pakistan 
(Reuter) - -  Riotin~ in- 
terrupted the first cricket 
test between England and 
Pakistan on Thursday 
when unruly, spectators 
fought w~th baton- 
wielding police in 
Khadafy stadium. 
Trouble flared after 
police beat a spectator 
who ran on to the field. 
CANCELS GAME 
LONDON (Router) -- A 
rugby match between an 
allwhite South African 
touring team and a 
leading British school has 
been cancelled because of 
threatened demoustra- 
lions by anti-apartheid 
supporters. London's 
Dulwich College and 
Cope Town's Diocesan 
,Cpllege were to have 
~layed Saturday. 
TAKES LEAD 
JOHANNESBURG 
(Reuter) -- Bob Hewitt 
and Frew blcMilan 
defeated Ivan Molina and 
Alvaro Becancur of Co- 
lombia 6-0, 8-6, 6-2 in 
doubles tennis Thursday 
to give South Africa a 2-I 
lead in the Davis Cop 
North American semv 
final. South Africa needs 
a victory in one of the two 
remaining singles 
matches to advance to 
the zone finals against the 
U.S. 
calling infractions 
TORONTO. (CP) -- 
Scotty M0rrison, 
National Hockey League 
referee-in-chief, says his 
staff has been instructed 
to use discretion in 
calling minor infractions 
that do not seriously 
impede an offensive 
player. 
A few examples of the 
new policy were 
displayed by referee 
Wally Ha~is in Wednes- 
day nights game bet- 
wean Toronto Maple 
Leafs and New York 
Islanders. Harris was 
seen to ignore a number 
of infractions on both 
NOT THAT SIMPLE 
"Now some coaches 
insist hooking is hooking 
regardiess but we don't 
think it should be that 
simple. If the infraction 
takes place and doesn't 
affect play--is on the 
other s~de of the rink 
from the puck, say--then 
the referee can judge 
whether it's worth a 
stoppage and a penalty. 
• 'Tormerly, the official 
had no choice. If he saw 
hooking, he had to call it. 
Period. That's no longer 
the case. We don't want 
Like in the Pittsburgh- 
Toronto playoff series 
last spring. Tiger 
Williams and the Pitt- 
sburgh goalie began 
mixing it up. Syl Apps 
happened to be standing 
right there. In a very 
mdd way, he shoved an 
arm in between. 
"Bruce Hood, the 
referee, had no alter- 
nati#e but to eject Apps 
from that very important 
game, even though he 
knew what Apps did was 
harmless. Thin season, 
he'd have the right to them to call every little 
thing from start o finish, make that judgment and 
sides although Maple They have the right o use assess Apps at most a 
Leaf Gardens fanspro- discretion, minor for roughing." 
tested loudest when he "So judgment is vital. 
failed to call some of the Obviously, the refere~ ~f~- -~- -~- -~~ 
Islanders fouls, must maintain control. 
Wer e Wean in eo.o 
away from the automatic this approach wil l  give 
call," Morrison said in an them greater respect • 
interview after the game. while producing a better L~14[ e
"We tell them (the spectacle.", 
referees) to still come Morrison said the same 
down heavily on stick policy is applied to the 
fouls, the things that can third-man-in rule which 
cause injury. But ff they formerl~ called for 
feel something like in- automatic expulsion of 
terferenceis mild and not the first man to join a 
really related to the two-player joust. Now, 
actual play, they have the the referee decides if the 
right to let it go. We want intervention is serioue 
them to." enou~, to warrant the 
Morrison said that if a expulsion. 
man is hooked while "It doesn't always. But 
breaking in on goal, that the way it was, the 
has to he called, referee had no option. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  i~- ml 
Signs that the alcohol drink- 
er is already in the hazar- 
dous drinking zone may in- 
clude nervous tension, agres- 
sign, loss of confidence, 
lack of responsibility and 
dependence on alcohol for a 
feeling of well-being. Don't 
let your Lifestyle lead you 
to an alcoholic disaster. 
.......... I _ ~11 i ii i i i/~ .......... 
HOUSE OF 
SIM-OI-GHETS 
3 miles west of Terrace on Hwy. 16 
DRIVE OUT AND SEE THE BEST 
AUTHENTIC INDIAN 
ARTS k CRAFTS:  ...... 
LEATHER GOODS 
JADE JEWELLERY 
MOCCASINS 
OOWICHAN TYPE SWEATERS 
MOOSE HIDE JACKETS 
BEAD WORK 
BASKETHY SILK SCREENED ART PLAQUES 
Open "/days a week until Dee, 23 12-6 p,m, 
Make your Christmas Seloction from our 
Quality Crafts 
Even an office in 1me 
basement. 2 car garage. 3 
bathrooms. Lots of room. 
Call Frank Skidmore for 
viewing. 
tastefully decorated and in 
excellent condition. 
Formal dining room plus 
informal eating area. 
Attractive living plus 
family room with bar. 
~ames room. Three 
~)edrooms. Ensuite 
t)athroom. Landscaped 
md many other fine 
leatures. Call Frank 
Skidmore at 635.5691 or see 
homes located close to 
schools in Thornhill area. 
Large 75x300' lot on Clark 
Road. Asking only $40,000. 
Phone B. Parfltt for ap- 
pointment to view. 635- 
4W1. 
Exclusive with our agency. 
Lovely 4 bedroom home in 
central area of town. Over 
1500 sq. ft. of living area, 
full basement. Large lot 
with insulated and heated 
workshop. Priced at only 
$49,500. Call H, Godllnski 
at 635.5397. 
groomeu lawns, curr,ea 
garden, and fussed-over 
flower beds. 1500 sq. ft. 
with part basement plus a 
garage. An amazing 
amount of space for a place 
in the mid $40,000 range. 
Open to offers on price and 
down payment. Horst 
Godlinski 635.5397. 
Just minutes from 
downtown, carport, large 
lot and three bedoroms are 
only the beginning. Call 
today and arrange for a 
"Realscope" viewing of 
this family home. Asking 
$42,000 Kelly Squires 635. 
Requires just a little 
painting. I full acre ol 
land, fruit trees, 
overlooking the Skeena 
River. Priced to sell al 
$36,000. Phone B. Parfltl 
for appointment to view. 
635.4971. 
Want a house close to 
schools? We have a family 
type home listed to sell thai 
qualifies for central 
location, close to most of! 
the community amenities. 
3 *bedrooms, 1150 sq. ft. 
finished basement. Asking 
only S49,900. Call H. 
Godllnski 635.5397. 
it on Realscope in our 7616. 
~ office. ' ;~ ~ d  
m~;~,~ ~, ~ l.~ )~ ~,.:~:;~ %, Two fireplace, three ,,-~'~ 
~.:'~ ................... .................. ~ bedroom, family room with ~ 
~;'?': ~' ' : '  wet bar and a craft or 
Large lol with garden area, sewing room are lust the Ideal family home • 4 
Iruittrees and landscaping beginning. Four piece bedrooms, larga living 
help to highlight this 2000 ensuite bath and feature A home "like they used to room, dining room plus 
sq. ft. home. Located ceiling in the living room build them". A rural wrap around sundeck. 
oonveniently to schools and add to this home an at- setting. 1 acre of land. Another added feature • 
downtown,, you must view mosphere of its own. Full basement. Bright Mother.in-Law suite on 
Ihispropertytoappreclale Locatedin a quiet area and living room and large ground level. Beautifully 
Ils many assets. Call in asking $63,500. Call today kitchen., Undercover landscaped yard andlarge 
today and see it on and have our professional storage for your trailer, carport. Drive by - 4614 
"1 Asking "Realsoope sales staff show you this boat or extra car. Call Hillcrest Avenue then 
$63,500. Kelly Squires 635- destincflveproperty. Kelly Frank Skidmoreat635-5691 phone B. Parfitl for an 
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Poetry Corner 
I I I t l I I I t~t111 
Halkns from Thornhill Elementary 
The white snow comes quick. 
Sparkling snow flakes on the ground, 
l{appy children laugh. 
Tina Smith 
2281 Thomhill St, 
New life all around, 
.Buds on the trees are sprouting, 
Soon leaves will appear. 
Elizabeth de Jong 
3903 Eby St, 
Leaves are failing up and down. 
Floating all around. 
Gently drifiting through the air. 
Kim Broughton, 
2176 Churchill Drive 
l,eav~ fall silently, 
from t~e multi-colored trees, 
Autumn has begun. 
Cindy Hassell, 
3988 Old Lakelse Lake Ave. 
Winter storms come quick 
and snow blankets the'cold ground, 
Get out the shovel, 
Sam McNaughton 
3834 Muller Ave. 
In the forest I walk, 
The leaves on the trees fall down. 
I walk and think to myself. 
Tammy Bradford 
RR, No.2 . 
Croston Drive. 
The autumn leaves fall, 
when the frost comes to the land. 
WLnter winds come fast. 
Dave Badge, 
3876 Pine Ave. 
Book with local flavour 
MY WISH 
I wish, I wish, 
I had "ish, 
If I had a wish, 
I would wish, 
for a eleven, 
fish in a dish, 
Oh how I would, 
love these fish, 
Thats if I had a wish. 
By Karyn Kirk 
Age 10 
44@ Lazelle 
There will be 
more poetry 
in the form 
of Haiku in 
Monday's paper. 
HARDWARE STORES 
60RDOH 
and 
ANDERSOH 
T.V. GUIDE 
All listings soblect to change without notice. 
llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll 
POPEYE WASN'T FOR 
There's a certain 
glamor in reading about 
fami l iar  places that 
makes them both more 
glamorous and more 
~amfliar. John Glen Sr. 
has captured both 
feelings in his recently 
published paperback, 
"Where The Rivers 
Meet." 
Although the book is 
subtitled, "The Story of 
the Settlement of the 
Bulkley Valley," Glen 
makes frequent .mention 
of places even closer m 
Terrace readers. Places 
such as Usk, Brauas 
Island, Rupert and 
Kispiox are visited in this 
tale set in the times of the 
early pooneers of the 
northwest. 
An added feature of 
"Where theRivers Meet" 
Is its genuine readability, 
Glens first-hand ae- 
'counts of these early days 
are interspereed with 
lively conversation• 
Local readers can also 
take pride in the fact that 
Glen was a long-time 
resident of Terrace, 
having moved here after 
his retirement, althougn 
he is now a resident of 
Chemanus. 
Old photographs 
reproduced in the:~ook 
I "" ~ :"~ ~ 
are as equally en- But on good days when KIDS 
tertainlng as the story, the lean-to was erected SPRINGFIELD, Mass• 
Pack trains and con- and the mules fed, the (AP) - -Bud Sag.endor.f, 
struction teams -- weary travellers could writer of the comle sunp 
powered by real hot- wate~the moon come up Popey.e, .says t~:  
sepower, steamnooam ever the northern hills, m.us.etuar, sp.macn-ea. 8 
entering Kitselas Gien moves on to tell of sa,or  startea out as 
Canyon, early oo,,1,, h,,,,ooto°a;,a ,ho strictly adult en- 
homesteading and towns "-"- '  . . . . . . . . . . .  e, .... tertainment. But he farm he lived on and Pc e e's as they were many years cleaned up p Y . . . . . . . . . . .  some of his many colorful ~o,~,,oo,, in 1931 at the ago are lnctuaeo m mlS • , - - ,e~- -e -  
cmla,et;nn nezghbors. _• request of newspaper 
~a~"-e'migrant from ."Wh, ere.  the .n.wer.s ouSlisherWlllinra 
M~t 18 a lua DOOK, OUi; K ~,,n~l,ma tthe turn of the " . , . l~andolph Hearst who 
. . . . . .  l r  eentrry, Glen landed first isalso a learning .oooz o said the comic was 
, ,  wn,,nnv~r Island anyone who is interescea ~ainiug popularity with 
. . . . . . . . . . . . .  he - •  m the history of t winch he descnbed as . . . .  youngsters. ,, • ,, Chosen nomelana. disappointing at the 
time, then made his wav . _ . ~ . -  
to Prince Ruper t  wh ich  " Austin Sold 
hefound tobe a " .h ive  Found 
time, P Y ' ' 
Life wasn't easy in Grandison or the Happy and wants the work to 
those das  as the anghor Man-a Comedy, . is. remain in Britain. 
- - - . ,~ , ;~,  ,,,,;-~ nut thought to be dared Sotheby's described the 
Prt~_~r~nr~L'~ h'avel meant around 1800---the same unpublished play as  p 
lean and monotonous period that produeed h r .  Uterary. event, of,, COnd.- 
provisions for the only famous works Pride and szdera~le mterest a 
food the trail-blazers Prejudice, Sense and the earliest of her known 
knew and water was Sensibility and Nor- manuscripts to contain 
fecthedby chopping holes .thang_er Abbey-- and to  significant autograph 
3n the ice, ~ ~ be a free,actaptation of a revisions. • 
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14s 
7 i,s 
8 i,s 
KING 
(NBC)  
Newlywed 
Game 
News 
News 
News 
News 
News 
News 
Seattle 
Tonight 
Hollywood 
Squares 
Hall of 
Fame 
Hall of 
Fame 
i Rockford 
Flies 
Rockford 
Files 
1/ I  |Quincy ' l Quincy 
£ U i~ ,Qu,ncy | Quincy 
11 i~ INows News A£ :~ Tong,th 
Show 
171 o l 'on'." , . .  
Tonight 
14s Show 
CFTK 
(CBr.) 
FIIntstenes 
FIIntstenes 
Mary Tyler . 
Moore 
Hourglass 
Hourglass 
Hourglass 
Hourglass 
San Pedro 
Bums 
San Pedro 
Bums 
Tony Randall 
Show 
Throo's 
Company 
Hunter 
Tommy 
Hunter 
Big 
Hawaii 
Big 
Hawaii 
The National 
Night Final 
90 
Minutes 
Live 
5 p.m, to midnight 
BCTV 
(CTV) 
Emergency 
Emertency 
.. Emergency 
Emergency 
News 
Hour 
News 
Hour 
Operation 
Pefllcoat 
Julle 
Julle 
Denny and 
Marie 
Donnle and 
Marie 
Rockford 
Files 
Rockford 
Files 
Quincy 
Qulncy 
Qulncy 
Quincy 
CTV News 
News 
Hour 
FlnalThe Late 
Show t 
"Silent Night, 
Lonely Night" 
KCTS 
• (PBS) 
Mister 
Rogers 
Electric 
Company 
I 
Zoom 
Zoom 
Over 
Easy 
MacNell. 
Lehror 
CrockeWs 
Garden 
Washington 
Week 
Wall Street 
Week 
Masterpiece 
Theatre 
Masterpiece 
Theatre 
Baldt 
Decision 
Bold, 
Decision 
Dick Cavett 
Show 
Battle 
Line 
Nightmare 
Theatre I 
"Curucu, Beast 
of the Amazon" 
@ P" , 
Holiday Season. 
. so you're sure to get 
through. 
Hang this little 
chart by your 
phone for a handy 
reminder. 
To Most Places Within B.C. 
(minimum charge 23c per call) 
Sat. & Sun. 
Men. to Fri. 
Every Night 
Dec. 24, 25, 26, 
Dec. 31, Jan. I, 2. 
To Most Other Places Within Canada nd U.S.A*.* 
SAWRDAY, DECEMeERi7 10 a,m, - 6 p,m, 
I i 
d q Thunder " NFL Football , George Sesame 
i !~0 ( i l l )  i  Thunder Los Angeles George Street 
T]LpS  ' ' °" 0'* "*" 
I • Baggy Pants  Washington Wide Big Blot 
and Nitwits Redskins World Marble 
The Red at of Magic of 
I a 145 Hand Gang Robert F. Sports ,, Oil Painting 
i 71~0 Hot Kennedy Wide French 
Fudge Stadium' World Chef 
NFL '77 In of Crockett's 
I 145 NFL '77 Washington, D.C. Sports Garden 
NBC Pro CBC Curling NFL Football Cons. Survival 
d :00 " tball' Can't Buffalo Kit : 15 t-go 
, gills Lilies, Yoga i :30 Buffalo Bills Con t 
| I :as' versus Can't facing and You 
A .00 Miami " Big . Miami Idea 
- -D : 15 Dolphins Valley Dolphins Thing ! 4F  :~ Con't Big Con t Daniel Foster, 
i~ Con't Valley Con't M.D. 
A .00 Can't ' Mission Can't Wom antlme 
-~IF 1 IS Con't Impossible Con't ano ~.o. 
• ,m :30 Can't .; Mission, Can't Book 
: aS Can't Impossible Can't Beat 
J '00 n~k the Space All Star .F!rlng 
AIM : lS ~J:;';: ,,, 1999 Wrestling Lme 
130 ~rmeat A'mer Space All Star Firing 
" - [  :aS Game • ,. 1999 _ Wrestlln~l Line 
llllllllllllligglllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllliill~l 
Saving Tips. : While filling your -" 
Long Distance Discounts On Most Calls ~ 
You DialYourself (112> + (area code if : Christmas List.,. " 
outside B•C•) Area Codes are listed in the ~ 
front pages of your Telephone Directory. I_ 
IL . : lo ~ , ~('~ • 
i  c' : ENTER OUR B NUS DRAW : 
5 p.m.- 11 p.m. 350/0 off* I E 
,0o, o...,o o.. " see,-, Qun, u,.owne 0vm : 
" |  - variable cooking • -" 
" - variable" defrosting on Display p. (minimum charge 20c per call) I I 
_ __.,.oo/ I I  Men. to Sat. 6 p.m.-Midnight 35% off* • Draw to be held Saturday Iho0mbor 24 • Every Night Midnight- 8 a.m. 60% off* • •  just prior to 6:00 p,m, dosing time  
Dec. 25, 26, 8 a.m. - Midnight 35% off* • ~niminmniUlamnnninnnnnimeannnannninnnniunuinn|m|mHmiM 
Jan. 1, 2. 
j~ / ,  ! *Offregulardayrates **F.xceptAlaskaandHawall 
If'v'ou don't know the phone number of the party you are 
ca~ling by long distance, you can obtain itat no charge by 
calling Long Distance Directory Assistance. We suggest you 
get the number  in advance before the holiday rush. 
For calls within B.C., dial 112-555-1212 
code-555-1212 Forcalls outside B.C•, dial 112-area ,., _ _ _ ,a l J  
B.C. TEL 
60Ill)Oil and ANDERSON 
LTD. 
LINK 
~l~ow, ,m J tO~JS  
Store Hours: Tues. to Sat. ~ a .m.  to S:30 p.m. 
Fr iday  9 a .m.  to 9 p.m. 
? . t  ~ ,  , 
%.  
,-. 
: /  
. ,o  
. . . . . . . . . . . . .  
f ~ i I 
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The Herald reserves the 
right to classify ads under 
appropriate headings and to 
set rates therefore and to 
determine page location. 
The Herald reserves the 
rlght to revise, edit, classify 
or relect any advertisement 
and to retain any answers 
directed to the Herald Box 
Reply Service, andre repay 
the ~ustomer the sum paid 
for the advertisement and 
box rental. 
Box replies on "Hold" 
instructions not plcked up 
within 10days of expiry of an 
advertisement will be 
destroyed unless mailing 
Instructions are received. 
Those answering Box 
Numbers are requested not 
to send Originals of 
documents to avoid loss. 
All claims of errors In 
advertisements must be 
received by the publisher 
within 30 days after the first 
publication. 
It Is agreed by the ad- 
vertiser requesting space 
that the liability of the 
Herald In the event of failure 
to publish an advertisement 
or In the event of an error 
appearing in the ad- 
vertisement as published 
shall be limited to the 
amount paid by the ad- 
vertiser for only one In- 
correct insertion for the 
portion of the advertising 
space occupied by the In- 
correct or omitted item only, 
and that there shall be no 
liability to any event greater 
than the amount paid for 
such advertising. 
Advertlsements must 
comply with the British 
Columbia Human Rights Act 
which prohibits any ad- 
vertising that discriminates 
against any person because 
of his race, religion, sex, 
color, nationality, ancestry 
or place of origin, or because 
his age Is between 44 and 65 
years, unless the condition is 
justified by a bona fide 
CLASS IF IED RATES 
LOCAL ONLY: 
20 words or less S2.00 per 
insertion, over 20 words 5 
cents per word. 
3 or more consecutive in. 
sertlons $1.50 per Insertion. 
REFUNDS: 
First Insertion charged for 
whether run or not. 
Absolutely no refunds after 
ad has been set. 
CORRECTIONS: 
Must be made before 2nd 
insertion. 
Allowance can be made for 
only one Incorrect ad. 
BOX NUMBERS: 
75 cents plck up. 
$1.25 mailed. 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY= 
Rates available upon 
request. 
NATIONAL CLASSIFIED 
RATE: 
22 cents per agate line. 
Minimum charge ~.00 per 
insertion. 
LEGAL. POLITICAL AND 
TRANSIENT AD- 
VERTISING: 
$3.60 per column Inch. 
BUSINESS PERSONALS: 
$4.00 per line per month. 
On a 4 month basis only. 
DEADL INE 
DISPLAY: 
4:00 p.m. 2 days prior to 
publication day. 
CLASSIFIED: 
1:00 p.m. day prior to 
publication day. 
Service charge of ~5.00 on all 
N.S.F. cheques• 
WEDDING DESCRIP- 
TIONS: 
No charge provided news 
47. HOMES 
FOR RENT 
68' LEGJIL 
BGYCNA CLASS. 
requirement for the work submitted within one month. 
. ~$5~001~prodUctlon: charge for 
'~" w~dlng and-off:engagement 
pictures. Newsof weddings 
(write-ups) received one 
Published at Terrace month or more after event 
B.C. 5daysaweek  510.00 charge, with or 
without picture• Subject to. 
Monday to Friday, at. condensation. Payable In 
ternoons advance. 
PUBL ISHER 
W.R. (B i l l )  Loisel le CLASSIFIED AN. 
NOUNCEMENTS: 
SUBSCRIPT ION 
RAT E S Births 5.S0 
Effect ive October 1, Engagements 5.50 
Marriages .5.50 
1977 Deaths 5.50 
Funerals 5.50 
Single Copy 20c Cardsof Thanks 5.50 
By Carr ier  ruth 3.00 Memorial Notices 5.50 
By Carr ie r  year36.00 PHONE 635.6357 
By Ma i l  3 ruth 12.00 Classified Advertising Dept. 
By Ma i l  6 ruth22.00 
By Ma i l  year  40.00 
Senior Citizen year  There Is a Christmas Bake 
20.00 and Craft sale at Co-op 
Shopping center Dec. 17th 
British Commonwealth and (Saturday) from 10.6 p.m., 
United States of Amerlca 1 featuring many bake goods, 
year 51.00. breads, canning, quilts, 
weaving, pillows, metal 
Box 399, Terrace, B.C. work, Christmas stockings 
VaG2M9 and wreaths and many 
more. 
Telephone: 
112-604-635.6357 
HOME DELIVERY 
Terrace & District 
Thornhlll &.District 
Phone 635.6357 
1'COMING EVENTS 
The St. John Ambulance 
course, "Health Care for 
Seniors", will be offered In 
Terrace this winter. This is 
an 8 week course designed to 
provide senior citizens and 
others with information 
which will assist them in 
maintaining their own health 
and self.reliance. Topics will 
inc lude:  Communi ty  
resources, changes in body 
systems, maintenance o! 
health, nutrition and 
budgeting, you and your 
heart, safety in the home, 
home nursing, and first aid. 
Guest speakers and 
audiovisual aids will be 
brought in whenever 
possible, and an exercise 
period will be a part of every 
class. There Is no tee for the 
course. It will begln Friday, 
January 6, at 2 p.m. in the 
lounge of the Senior Citizens' 
Apartments, 3404 Kalum. 
For further Information call 
Carol Harrison, 635.5842, 
38 WA.TE..,SO 
49, HOMES 
• FOR SALE' 
52. WANTED 
TO RENT 
57. 
AUTOMOBILES- 
ANIMAL GROUP 
IDENTIFIED 
A group of bears is 
called a sloth. 
There will be a Christmas 
tree sale Dec. 9th, 10th, 16th 
and 17th at the Co-op parking 
lot and next to the Bank of 
Commerce. They will he $3, 
$5 and $7. You can call In 
orders for trees at 635.4060• 
Thursday December 29 7;30 
Terrace Hotel, Downtown 
Lions Christmas Party for 
Senior Citizens. Phone for 
pickup 635-7202 days, 638- 
1754 evenings. 
(nc) (3) 
• Baby Clinic every Tuesday 
starting at 1:30 p.m. 
• Thornhill Baby Clinic every 
2nd and 4th Friday at the 
Community Centre from 1:30 
• 4:00 p.m. 
• Adult Clinics - Mon. Wed. &* 
Fri., from 3:00- to 4:00 p.m. 
• V.D. Clinic- 3:00 p.m. every 
Mon. & Thurs. 
f 
MILLS MEMORIAL 
THRIFTSHOP 
Mills Memorial Hospital 
• Auxiliary would appreclate 
any donations of good, clean 
• clothing, any household 
items, toys etc• for their 
THRIFT SHOP. 
For pickup service phone 
635-5320 or 635-5233, or leave 
donations at the Thrift shop 
on Lazelle Avenue on 
Saturdays between 11:00 
a.m. and 3:00 p.m. Thank 
you. (nc) 
PARENTS IN CRISIS 
Are you making your own 
life and your children's 
miserable? Do you con. 
stantly yell at your children, 
or hit them, or find It hard to 
control your angry feelings 
toward them? 
P.I.C.'s goal Is to help you 
become the loving con- 
structlve parent you really 
want to be. 
All Inquires absolutely 
confidential. 
Phone Mary or John 635.4419 
Jane 638.8302. 
Therewlll be Open House for" 
Artex Hobby Products from 
Wednesday - Saturday 1 - 4 
p.m. at 4603 Clara Ave. 
Phone 635.6902 (t.w.t.f. p4. 
12) 
Skeena District Girl Guides 
would like to announce the 
opening of • Land Ranger 
Company In the Thornhlll 
area. Girls between the ages; 
of 14 and 18 who are In- 
terested please cell 635.3061 
or 638-1269 (ctf) 
I, C.H. Polley, will not be 
responsible for any debts 
incurred by persons other 
than myself In my name 
without prior approval as of 
December 15, 1977. (p3-19) 
TOALL old and new friends, 
a happy holiday season and a 
happy and healthy 1978. 
Krlona K ig  (C1._..__2) 
14. B U~NES~ 
PERSONAL 
C E R ~  
Workshop. Call 635.3854 for 
further Information. 
(ctf.feb14.78) 
ABLE ELECTRK, ~.TO. 
Electrical and Refrigeration 
contract. 
House airing. 
635-5876 
(Cff) 
PATS KNITS 
Knitting Machine Sales 
Lessons . Patterns . Ac. 
cessorles 
Coned Yarn 39c oz. 638.1409 
(ctf4mo-18n) 
GOLDEN RULE 
Odd Jobs for the jobless. 
Phone 635.4535. 3238 Kalum 
(ctf) 
SITUATION WANTED: 
Part time typist, recep. 
tlonlst, typing, buslnes,, 
machines, bookkeeping• 
Phone 635-9395 103-12) 
FOR SALE: Custom made 
hunting knives, your design 
or mine, made from the best 
cutlery supplies. Inquiries. 
Phone 635.4600 (IO3-12) 
FOR SALE: Sansul short- 
waveampllfler and receiver. 
Two 3-way speakers. Zer 092 
Garrard Changer. Phone 
635-6928. 
FOR SALE: Pool table, 
standard size $200 Call 635. 
7988 (ctf) 
Scottish Deerhound puppies 
regally bred. Champion 
Dam & Sire. Show and pet 
stock. The gift of distinction. 
Wild Rock Kennels Reg'd, 
Summerland 494-9011 (c1-12 
1-17) 
Now buying Fine Arts and 
Indian Antiquities. 
Write to: 
Mrs. L. MacDonald 
11577 - 149 Street 
Edmonton, Alberta 
TSM 1W9 
(ctf.PL.D18) 
Private collector wants to 
buy sliver coins before '68. 
Also gold coins. Have some 
sliver dollars for sele. Phone 
635.2904 (p1.12 1.17) 
Canada's area of 
3,851,809 square miles is 
exceded only by the 
U.S.S.R. with 8,649,921 
square miles. 
Attractive 3 bedroom house 
for rent In quiet nelgh- 
bourhood, Thornhlll Phone 
63,¢2044 or 78,1.9133 collect. 
(c10.12) 
Home for Rent: 3 bedroom 
house at Kleanza Creek. 
Immediate occupancy at 
$300 per month - contact 
Donna Green between 9:00 
a.m.. S:00 p.m• at 635-7117. 
(c5.15) 
FOR RENT: 1 bedroom 
furnished house suitable for 
couple or single person. 
Located In Thornhlll. Phone 
635.5775 635-5074 (c5.12) 
SUITES FOR RENT: 2 
bedroom 10x42 house trailer, 
fully furnished $160 per 
month. No pets. In Thor. 
nhill. Phone 635.2482 (p3.12) 
HILLSIDE LODGE 
4450 Little Avenue 
Sleeping rooms, 
~ousekeeplng units, can. 
FOR SALE: 1970 Mustang, 
good wi, nter car, needs some 
body work, asking $600. or 
best offer. Phone 635.9395. 
(p3-12) 
FOR SALE: 1974 VW beetle 
in good condition, low 
mileage phone after S p.m. 
635.4577 (c10.18) 
FOR SALE: 1971 VW Station 
wagon, In good condition. 
$1,500.00. Phone 635.3254 
daytime, 635.2243• (C6.17) 
1969 Plymouth suburban 
station wagon 318 motor, 
autOmatic, P.S., P.B. win- 
terlznd, studded snowtiree 
all round. $950 Phone 638. 
1273 (p2.12) 
FOR SALE: 1968~ton Chev 
pickup, good condition. 
winterized, snow tires f~50. 
Phone 638-1273. (p2.12) 
FOR SALE: 1946 Dodge 
Power Wagon with blade. 
(4x4) good cond. Asking 
$1200. Apply at 3853 Walker. 
(p3-13) 
FOR SALE: 1969 GMC 
Custom V= ton. Excellent 
condition. Reasonable. 63`¢ 
42i~4 or 4074. (p616) 
r 
NOTICE TO 
CREDITORS 
t: FIGHT THE :1: 
LUNG CRIPPLERS In the matter of the Estate 
of Ellen Josephine Bastln, Emphysema Asthma Tuberculosis Chronic Bronchitis Air Pollution 
Teacher, formerly of 
Terrace, British Columbia 
end In the matter of the 
estate of John Edward 
Bastln, Prlncipol, formerly 
of Terrace, British 
Columbia. 
Creditors and others 
having claims against the 
above estates are required to 
send full particulars of such 
claims to Murdoch R. 
Robertson, Barristers & 
Solicitors, P.O. Box 746, 
Terrace, B.C. VaG 4C3, on or 
before the 20th day of 
January, 1976 after which 
date the estates' assets will 
be distributed, having 
regard only to claims that 
have been received. 
USE CHRISTMAS EALS 
Do It Now 
Aluminum 
Sheets 
25" x 36" 
12 sheets only - 3 .75  
THE DALLY HERALD 
3212 Kalum St. Terrace 
J.S. Victor Lade 
Executor of the estate of 
John Edward Bastln, 
Executor of the estate of 
Ellen Josephine Basfln. 
(C2-12 2-16,17) 
trally located. Fully ** ANTIQUES - ANTIQUES furnished. Reasonable 
•ates by day or weak. Non- DISCERNING ADULTS. .~ 
Jrlnkersonly. Phone 635- Shop discreetly by mail: ~ "ANT IQUES 
Mll. (eft) ~OBILE  HOMES: 1976- 64 Send Sh0O for our latest fully 
fl. mobile home, fenced with illustrated catalogue of : Just arrived at Queensway Trading 3215 
lawn - metal shed. Located marital aids for both ladles 01inton in Terrace Trailer Court and gentlemen. Direct ~ Ka lum.  A large selection of qua l i ty .  
Phone 635.4639 after S. (nc pS. Action Marketing Inc. Dept. -Ic - Antique Furniture Ua'ornln 14) U.K., P.O. Box 3260, Van- ~ - Brass & Copperware 
FOR RENT: 3 beclr'~"--~m couver, B.C. VBB 3X9. (ctf) ~ - Clocks 
- Tools Furnished or unfurnished 
studio or 1 bedroom trailer. Furnished S225 per -k 
apartments. Securlt) month. Phone 635.79es - S tereos  
=(R.T.S.) - Radios 
enterphone. Sauna. . Box ing Day, the day "~ 
63`¢3941 after Christmas, dates to "~ - Kn ick  Knacks 
63e.lo32 16th century England. ~ - 8 Tracks  
KALUMGARDENS The name derives from ~ - Cassefles 
3 bedroom apartment for NOTICE .~ 
the giving of boxed good, - And Much More  
gifts or money aU ac- Come in and Browse 
rent, some with• basement SEALED TENDERS, companied by a card, to ~ Use your  Chargex - Master  Charge 
and carl~rt, ..private en-~,:marked Renovations " tradesmen and servants ~ A smatidepositwiii;hold~anything.til X mas,  ~ ...... 
:rance ana patio. /0  view ~---;Skeenavlew Lodge " Terrace ' 
see full time caretaker at~,*ward No'l Rm 4for Taping in acknowledgment  'o f  .¢ We Buy, Sell, T rade-& Del iver .  " ~ 
• ' their service. Apt. No.e on Scoff Ave. east & Painting above room will .1( Phone 638-1613 
. of Kalum or phone 635.4841. be accepted by the Santa has a habit of ~ Open Six days a week 9:30 t i l  6.00 F r idays  
(ctf) Honourable the Minister. conforming to the ~ t i l  9:00. 
Depart,ment of Public 
KEYSTONE COURT Works, care of Ministry of speediest and most up-te- ***************************  
APARTMENTS Public Works, 4827 Kelth date t rave l l ing  con- 
Office No• 2 .  4603 Scott. 
One, two and threl 
bedroom apartments. 
Laundry & storage area. 
Near schools and down 
town• Clean, quiet 
spacious, security Iocku 
and patrol. 
635.5224 
(ctf) 
CEDAR PLACE 
APARTMENTS 
4931 Welsh Avenue 
Suite 113 
Terrace, B.C. 
635-7056 
New 1, 2 and 3 bedroom 
suites for rent. Frldge 
stove, drapes, carpet, rec 
area, sauna and pool table 
with security Interphen( 
and elevator. Absolutely 
Ino pets. (ctf) 
FOR RENT: Suite for rent. 3~ 
bedroom, w.w carpet. Phone 
635.3704. (P3-14) 
BASEMENT suite for rent. 2 
bedroom, w-w carpet, frldge. 
and stove. Phone 638-8422. 
(P3.14) . ,..,~ 
FOR SALE:=In Thornhlll, 3 
bedroom, 1 level, 1,950 sq. ft. 
private V= acre dead end 
street split level cedar patio. 
crossing creek. Large rec 
room, wet bar, fireplace, c.w 
5'xlO' pool table. Low taxes, 
$39,500. Phone to view 635. 
4350. (p10-4) 
WANTED TO RENT: 2or 3 
bedroom house or apt. 
preferably with basement, In 
Terrace.' Phone 635-4761. 
(C10-17) 
1973 FORD Torlno, low 
mi leage-  one owner, good 
condition. Auto. P.S., P.B. 
Phone 635.3604. (P3-14) 
FOR SALE: 1977 Volks 
Rabbit, low mileage. Contact 
R. Skoglund. Ph. 635.5366. 
Avenue, Terrace, B.C. up to 
2 p.m., December 22, 1977. 
Tendering documents may 
be obtained from Ministry of 
Public Works 4827 Kelth 
Ave., Terrace, B.C. and also 
vlewed at 4827 Keith Ave., 
Terrace, B.C. on and after 
December 13, 1977. 
The lowest or any tender 
will not necessarily be ac- 
cepted. 
/ 
H.J. Morlok - Foreman of 
Works 
for Minister of Public Works, 
Par l iament.  Bui ldings, 
Victoria, British Columbia 
(c3-13) 
Money available f~  1st, 2nd, 
3rd 
MORTGAGES 
no bonus, open attractive 
rates. 
C.A.C. RE. ALTY LTD. 
• 4624 A GREIG AVE. 
• 635-6108 
• DAVE BRASH 
HOMER'S LETTERS 
GIVEN 
NEW YORK (AP) - -  A 
collection of 18 letters 
written by Winslow 
Homer, which have never 
before been accessible to 
anyone but eminent 
authorities, has been 
given to the Archives of 
American Art. They were 
from the artist to his 
patron, Thomas B. 
Clarke, written between 
1890 and 1901. 
CELEBRITIES ARE 
DOLLS 
NEW YORK (CP) - -  
Jimmy Carter, Lucille 
Ball, Salvador Dali, 
Sergio Franchi and Jerry 
Lewis have all been given 
dolls with their own 
faces. The personalized 
rag doll 22 inches tall with 
a silk-screened body is 
made with any face 
customers want 
reproduced from the 
photo they send in with 
iheir orders. 
veyance of the age in his 
eagerness to deliver his 
presents down the 
chimney. According to 
old Christmas card 
pictures, the traditional 
Nordic deer-carriage was 
most frequenUy used, but 
Santa has also travelled 
on coaches, railway 
engines, cars, ballons, 
airplanes, submarines 
and rockets - -  almost 
immediatley after each 
was invented. 
During the 1917-1919 
years, the "farmer" type 
Christmas cards were big 
sellers. These showed Sy 
and Many with cloth 
mufflers tied around 
their necks, taking time 
out from their chores to 
say things like: "Well, 
b'gosh here I am agin 
with them Merry 
Christmas wishes", and 
"Land sakes, it wouldn't 
seem a bit of Christmas if
I didn't wish you a merry 
one." 
FOR PRIVATE USE OR BUSINESS 
AUTOVEST 
Before you buy, investigate the advantages of this rent. 
to-own plan. All monies paid apply to purchase. Why 
tie up your cash or borrowing power. 1st and last 
months rent and drive away. 
EXAMPLES 
Based on 36 month  lease 
78 F 250 pickup I 
$148.00 per month '
lease end price 
S2,175.00 
or simply return 
78 Camaro HT 
SI39.00 per month 
lease end price 
$2,025.00 
or s!mply return 
78 Fiesta 3 dr. 
I $99.00 ~r  month 
lease end price 
S1400.00 
70 Econoline Van 
$136.00 per month 
lease end price 
i $1,975.00 
i or simply return 
i 78 Zephyr Sedan $124.00 per month 
i lease end price l 
$1,825.00 
or simply return 
78F150 4 x 4 
$155.00 per month 
lease end price 
$2,275.00 
or simply returniior simply return 
78 C 100 Chev I~ 
$129.00 per monlh 
lease end price 
$1,875.00 
or simply return 
7e Dodge Van 
$129.00 per month 
lease end price 
$1,875.00 
or simply return 
170 Olds Cutlass 
$139.00 per month 
lease end price 
$2,025.00 
or simply return 
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION 
CALL  LARRY HAYES - R ICHARDS 
COLLECT 987-7111 
BELMONT LEASING LTD. 
1160 MARINE DRIVE 
NORTH VANCOUVER, B.C.D.00479k 
. v v v v v v v v w v v w w v v v v v v v ~ -  
Oarriers for 
Daily Herald 
required 
immediately in 
TERRACE and 
THORNHILL areas 
Extra earnings, 
PHONE 
636-6357 
A A - - I A i l l l l l l i i  I A I A A l  I A A  
¢ 
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Little Sister Fcjht thelung cdl em... 
Emphysema. Asthma, Tuberculosis. Chronic Bronchitis. Air Pollution 
too 
By PETER J. BOYER and now is a top hit. I I~  
LOS ANGELES (AP) "i've always wanted .to ~ , _ _  ~ r~ THUTIIE 
-- A few years ago, an appeal to more people ~ ~ t , ,E pnsn  .: 
aspiring young country than just country, to sell 
singer named Brenda more records," Crystal • 
Gaff Webb sat in her said, displaying none o! ~ ,mm~ H~dden somewhere in the ~ 
Wabash, Ind., home that Butcher Holler, Ky., ~ ~ 8ds  in t~lle e I l te~e i1t  
puzzling over the first big ' twang that has become ~ ~ 
problem of her career-- her sister's trademark. ~ ~ section are two  Terrace 
she needed a name. ~.  Crystal said her ability I i l  
There was nothin$ to sing pop-rock arises ~ ~ phone numbers 
I ' , .K really wrongwith the one from a childhood away Find them, andifoneis yours you ve 'K 
she had, but her big from the coal mines of ~ won. 
sister, already a country Kentucky, where Loretta ~m~ Pick up your tickets at the Herald 
superstar, had wrangled learned to whine. Her officeg 3212 Kaium St. .~ 
a contract for Brenda family moved from *******~,~***~t-m,***--**~t,~t-~--, 
Gaff and the company Butcher Holler when she 
already had a Breanda-- 
Brenda Lee. 
was a child, and she grew T ~  
upinlndiana. ~ T////eum Tw/n 
Finally big sister "I have a different 
Loretta Lynn thought ot style from Loretta ~ ,~,  
the string of all-night because she grew up in ~ 4720 LAKEL,SE ~VE. PHONE 638-8111 joints in the South, little the couniry and Igrew up 
• square-shaped places in a town. We had two 
called Krystal that totally different kinds of ~ r SHOWING AT 8 P ,M.  
served little square- backgrounds. Ilistaned to 
shaped hamburgers, folk music and Leslie 0OO 11 . , 
ThUS Brenda Gaff Gore, like any kid, buying Shaggy D, k & Ride a Wnld Pony 
became Crystal Gable. the 45s that were popular 
That was 1971, when at the Use." 
women country stars like FACED COMPARISONS Dee 18.20  
shovelling the dri#eway to or spinning your tires, but Bur some very mveiy ~enery. Loretta twanged per-1 Finding a name was The noo ky Horror Picture Show 
cepflbly and  wore , her first problem. Living 
beehive hairdos, with the comparisons ~ OlO 21 - 23 " 
• ,~- -U~a"  e ~u, things changed, people made between 
~ingers"  "like Kris Crystal and her sister ~ Man Of ~ho Karl 
Kristofferson, Waylon was the next. ~ goes Jennings and Dolly "I remember in the ~ " MATINEE 
Patton showed the rest of beginning, when I started 
the world you didn't have singing, everybody_made ~0110 11 • hockey ~ go barefoot to like comparisons. They o 
country music, and the compare our voices, the 
P iece  of the  Act ion  1 . ~ "t utIo'TWo Of . nthethe'greatesthistOry artc1tOSSEDAndbecameCrystalLiNErespectable.Gayle everything.Way,,LorettaWegot myl°°k d'foot in :~i ShaI DJ I .  & R ide  i WiM Pony= 
• of Canadian en- quickly demonstrated the door, and I took it ~ 7 & 9 P ,M.  NIGH'H,Y 
tertainment join forces 
By BOB THOMAS fording doseup views of I experienced what a lot that she could sing. from there. I look at my ~ I n  11 . when Johnny Wayne 4~ LOS ANGELES (AP) the three stars. Her of TV actresses go Within a couple of years sister as a living legend. I brings his eomedic ~ 
- -  How does an actress observations: through--producers and talents to Hockey Night in she had a No. 1 hit, I'll think she's great. - ~ It's Alilo ; 
survive in a movie "Sidney (who also directors don't want to Got Over You, and was "She's done so much Canada on CBC television !{ 
dominated by three high- directed the film) is very see you coming. They named Outstanding right for country music-- this season. The master powered aetors? disciplined, very quiet, figure they've seen you Female Vocalist last when anybedy thinks of a :~OIO 18-  20 comic will appear seven ~, 
"It wasn't easy," said very patient. He really is enough." October. What's more, country singer, Loretta ~ Tho Human Factor or more times on a series ,~ 
Denise Nicholas, who very much like his screen Denise realized she she hadcrossover appeal, comes to mind first." :~Dee 21- - |3  of intermission featurrs ,1~ 
entitled "Confessions of a appears in A Piece of the image. So much that I needed a "flashy, Crystal's ultry, bluesy Crystal says she has no 
Action with Sidney still look at him and energetic role to break lament Don'tItMakeMy idea whether she will Hockey Nut", one of .~ - .  which Johnny Wayne Brown Eyes Blue found continue her move , Stay Hungq 
PoKier, Bill Cosby and swoon. My knees buckle, schooldOWn mYteacher.,,image aSpoltmra quiet ce~ilainly is its way to pop audiences, toward pop. **********************  
was casting for Let's Do "If thre "is one thing s .~ - ~t======~p~-=-~--~t====~==ffi~lli 
It Again but declined to ' Hockey Night in Canada I .~ . [ - " "  ~g, t '~=,  X I  
see her. telecasts have lacked in I . . t I  I '~uw l " n l  m i n i m  IP 1 1  
"He had turne the past", says executive i l  ~1  I I I I  I l l l l  I , Y  [ ]  ~ II "PROBABLY THE BEST" I l l  
)wn for Brother producer ,R~ph " l I  ' • I I  I I l '~  I I / •  E • , ~ _ n m  
]d he didn't want t Mellanb, i t s  been a I llIU u'uvIl  l ' ll/ l g v  - - I  ~ain," the actres~ sense of~umor, an ability I~ * 
His re~ison had to see the funny aspects / • • ~ ' ~  - '~<"~ : • II I l I I~f l I l l l l ]U~C~I  I l l  
rot. 'acting t of the /game?'. Joe J ~ . ; ' ~ . .  "~'~qI , :  II- . : : . : JkvJ~- . 'Av JL '~" Im~ : Ji 
rokeni, t~o.ugh, Ora~ola.i!' on.::*:NBC Ires I :  ~/)1 /  - *;*i~ . . . .  • $! 
• " "  ' ®1I  ni 
contributed greatly to the She finally won ai of " CH A R-BROIL E D S TEA KS 
~anee. This time !
,marked= "~ I • } 
reaking througl 
"You tnean I'm E im ln l r t ( r  , 
~d?" she asked. 
Char les  " 
James Earl Jones. my tongue is tied. He 
The plot of the Warner laughs at me, but I tell 
Brothers-First ' Artist~ him, 'Sidney, I can't ~lk 
film concerns a couple of to you.' 
clever crooks (Poitier "As a director he has " e had turned me th~t"  sa~,s, . . . . . . . .  =v'=m'ti v'= 
blackmail~and Cosb) who are the ability to pull a do n John u e~ucer' ain   
by a former performance from you and he,,didn't want to d~t. Mellanby, "it's" been a 
an Jones) into wimout your reeling me ag i  m r ssa ==.¢~nf~nmnP n  nh| ~ policem ( . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  , . . . . . . .  ., 
workin for his late wife's pare of it, He's never " i ason been   ,~cts 
commun| centre Mms cranky, even when he s tha  m hadn t~:of -  J'=
N~eh" ol. a~. ~s*¢lhe ; operato~t.. . . . .  '-so fatigued heis-ready'to. . .: . ~.. b k¢~,,, ..t~L~ough.. .-, . .  that w.a~i~iln_ ---." nn :~. -.NRC" "has__ 
of the the centre, and she ~, dr o.p~ .;~ :::.. ~ : :  : face. , . . . . .  - 
becemes romantically "'uiu is UKe emer bnetmauywonanomer fans enjoyment of 
Ived w~th Cosb comedians He has ch c i i  Poitier . . . . . . . . . . . .  invo y. . • • ,, , uasecall wire illS Witty 
"Obviously the film tremendous energy, he',s re -  You  r lines and off-beat 
was male-oriented," the wi.'red for sound, he s l)r Ki  t,ro n that features. Johnny will fill 
sald "I iried to mwaly.,s rapping ~e can race t~t,,,;a~ . . . . . . .  -...~,o., actress • • • , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ,,,.a 
the character in be dangerous He can "You mean I  getting ~J;,,h, ; .  r=,,n,~ develop ' . ~,, -,-e . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
termsof her commitment suck all your energy like og .  ed. ' I 
to the ghetto, to Show her a siphon." • • 
drive and energy. I think "I didn't have much fN].~,.~d,.,,., ,-  ,, . . 
she was worth more do with Jones I ~t, JIJLZXJL JLl~i~ ~ / , < ~  • . . . . .  she work to . . . . .  investtgauon than had admired him since I 11  $ 2.99 
had seen him in New counse l lo r  ~ ~ffi==~=ffiffi=ffiffi~, s, ~, ,, ,, Ir Char-Broiled Steak got. 
"I /believe audiences York in Othello and The LONDON (Ranter) -- 
won't accept surface Great White Hope, which Prince Charles will 
portraits of women had me in tears. On the become a privy coun- 
anymore. Audiences set he was quiet and 
have" a curiosity about stayed by himself. But cillor next Tuesday, Buckingham Palace said 
women, and they want to you couldsee he was al- Wednesay. 
see women portrayed as ways watching." The Privy Council acts 
something more than a as the Queen's advisers ' 't PLAYED IN SERIES sex object. You can showthem walking in and A graduate of the and has judicial powers 
out of situations. University of Michigan, over Commonwealth 
Denise Nicholas took part affairs. It usually has 
"Sidney, I believe, is in the  civil rights about 340 members. 
interested in the sub-text movement of the 1960s, Apart from British 
of women on film. He has and toured the South with eabmet ministers, who 
a definite concern for the the Free Southern are automatically 
~oY eh01og~ of women. I Theatre. After New York members, the honor is pe in hzs next project stage and television accorded to eminent 
he'll do something about roles, she came to persons from any country 
it." GOT CLOSEUP Hollywood for the role of m the Commonwealth. 
VIEW Liz McIntyre in ABCTV's Appointment is purely at 
Not..that Denise didn't hit series, Room 222. the discretion of the 
have a good lime with The series had both Queen. 
Messrs. PoitierCosby- good and bad effects. Both the Queen and 
Jones. A Piece of the Ac- "It gave me Prince Philip are privy 
lion was a rare ex- recognition with councillors. 
perience fo r  her, af- audiences. But afterward 
==:=;;=J k 
q ~ o  • • 
I~  ii~. st |a~ Ibsktt i~ t~e Wldd '" 
~,i~,~-~..,~.. 
<~y~,~:-,~r~ 
It's time to call your 
Welcome Wagon hostess. 
EVELYN ANWEILER 
&lS.IS71 or 
WENDY CLIBBETT A 
63S-2046 
/ "  
1'25 Air Conditioned Suite & Rooms With View 
Color TV, Telephone, Tub & Shower, Ele- 
vators, Coffee Shop, Dining Room, Nightly 
Entertainment, Banquet & Meetirlg Rooms 
For Up To 125 Kitchenettes Available 
682-1831 FREE PARKING 
roLL FREE. Reservations- 
112.800.261.3330 
nadian Owned & Operated 
~IGR.TED PRYSTAY 
755 Davie St. Vancouver, B.C. 
English Bay at Stanley Park Bus Stop 
at Our Door and Take You Anywhere In 
The City For The Price Of A Bus Ticket 
~,~o.oo~, 624-2621 or 624-3359 OINING ROOM 
x, DRIVE,IN l i t  live. W. i |  6th St. 
II 
Including: BAKED POTATO 
CHOICE OF SALADS and 
DRESSINGS. GARLIC TOAST 
King-Size Steak Dinner ~ 4.99 
Tenderloin Steak Dinner $ 4.99 
Steak & Shrimp Combo $ 4.39 
J umbo Shrimp Dinner ~ 2.99 
Chopped Beef Dinner $139 
The Mikeburger $1.39 
~ W  k .,;. ' .;~. j~. JI. ~;;. -- [ T : ~ ~ I .  .,;. .;!. &4 r~k 1 i 
s MAKE A LOT OF TH,NaS ~.. II II ~-~;~,..." Tile OLD !1 
J L  BETTER (' JJ IL ~ .  .... ~ ~J 
uruce & ueuD e ~ ~ " ' c..',uthers 7~5; .  IL BREAKFASt- TUES.-Fro.- 7 ~- .AM JJ 
II ;3 ;'LAKELs6 AVENUE ~////~////.~/#'~\~-~ fill tl 
~" 6 I I -11H ' ~J IL CLOSED MONDAY A E 
l it ~ '  " " ~ ;  'i~E KALUMMOTEL TERR C ~ 
lit TAKE OUT IRDERS WEL¢ON}E ]111 (INTERNATIONAl. CUISINE) Hwy. tS W. II 
i~  , .,. j ( .  . .~__ -~ .¢ %.. _ u . - - ~ - . - - - ~ ~ = - - - - - - ~ ~ ~  
I I I  PRIVATE PARTIES IIit i~k~ ~I I IP "  ;-/~s j 
IU. BANQUETS %~ "~, . .~ '~ "q I  ~...~f. 'J qi 
If CATERING fill " ~  - -  ~ II III DANCING.~ACE AVAILABLE IIII RESTAURANT J 
HI TORS i~ <~' I~E"  & CANADIAN Food i 
I l l INTERNATIONAL CUISINE JIlL 10 a.m. to I a.m. Monday - Saturday II 
/u, MON-SAT. S PM - 11 PM ~,,, I1 a.m. to 10 p.m. Sunday 
/[ PHONE $3§-6111 
aE 4 , ,o  takelse Avenue ~' 4842 Lazelle We sl of O[TK . i I 
i 
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ON THE LI(;.HTER SIDE 
Catfish , R0g  Bollen 
r ' _ CL-. (zTIS ~v ~-rr~R ~ ~rA t~HY. P+) I 
B.C. Johnny Hart 
~NOWmAN mo~, l 
~w.w~l ,y 'ou  / ' -  - -7 / -  ~ 
(_.HA, UVIN~'r" PI~ ...,, / 
+g: - 
1 - 
Doonesbury G.B. Trudeau 
/ 5~/~/~,'J ANAYO/= 
i~ Of ~.C/'Oe, ll, tl~ ,_...- 
R,4~W/FA¢ o2" /~D~//R 
C4N'7"~ 70 T~JT"AN~ 
N 
:~i!:~:: ~ " +N 
gO/a//~ff? YOU',R~ m: .  
OH., YO~ l, OO/¢,, YOI/ ~'T-  
, ~ ~ ~ /  
The Wizard (,f Id Hart & Parker 
I +++ +"~ ~m++,  
• - t l - - - -  I , ~ + , / m + m  Ar-~+~, + ~ + + +  
l ~ ~  ! , T+~ + ' + ++, 
The At, lazing Spiderman 
by Start Lee & John Romita 
ROBI l IB 'S  J ~ V ~ ,  :I" CAN BUY IAT THAT 5TUFF  I F~MALE~ ~=T INTO THE 
~OM~ GIF'I"5 FOR MARY 3"ANE ION ~;ALE .  ~UT 5HOLILD HOI . I~AY 5P IR IT . I j  
IlillLIll~111 r 8U'T4@IN, HOw ITHE CROWI~! ~. , .~__ . .~  
I l i  l r / J l | l~ l  ~ HATE TO ~0,  ~..-- - - - -  ~ ,~m~l l  CAN'T ~OC m~ 
5HOPPINg; !  IT  ~OWN I 
it 
11 It want to give them a cohabit gift, it's up to you. (But rd 
advise against having it monogrammed.) ® 
DEAR ABBY: Today I received a printed announcement 
in the mail from out-of-state, giving the woman's and man's 
names, and the date that they entered into a 
"cohabitations] contract." 
They enclosed a handwritten message stating that in 
lieu of a civil or religious ceremony, the ceremony was 
witnessed by many close friends and family. 
I've never heard of this, have you? Is this equivalent toa 
marriage? Or is it just an announcement that two people 
DEAR ABBY: I'm a fairly attractive 25.year-old 
unmarried woman. I have a good job, my own car, an 
apartment that I have furnished and decorated, and I've 
done my share of traveling. 
One day I may want to marry and have a family, but for 
the present, I like my life the way it is. 
So what's my problem? It's friends (and especially 
relatives) who think I'm lonely, or worse yet '~niserable," 
because I'm not married. I know they mean well, but I wish 
they'd stop sending me their nephews, cousins and friends. 
So far none of them have been my type, and I have trouble 
getting rid of them once they meet me. 
It's not easy for me to lie, and I don't like to hurt the 
feelings of people who think they're doing me a favor by 
having these "eligible" men call me. Sohow can I convince 
people that not all single women are dying to go out with 
just anyone? 
FUSSY 
are living together? 
If it's just an announcement that they re living together, DEAR FUSSY: Most single 25.year.old women would be 
Is a gift in order? tickled pink to meet an eligible man. It you don't want to 
NEWS TO ME spend an entire evening with someone who's not your 
type, you can always suggest a "coffee date," which 
D E A R  N E W S :  A cohabltstional contract is not a need not last more than an hour. {You may not be his type, 
murrlage, so e wedding ift is not in order. However, if you either.} Or you can always say no. 
GORDON 
- and 
, AND;R_ O N . .  
m T G UIDiE 
All listings sublect to change without notice. 
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SA11JRDAY, DEGEMBER 17 6 psm. to midnight 
~ l i m e  m i r a  m i l l  ~ 
8 ]i 
,J- U 
1 
~11 KING 
(NBC) 
This Is 
the NFL 
News 
News 
mmmI i Imlm,  
,Joshua's . .  
;Confusion 
Animal 
World 
Wlld 
Klngdom 
The Gong 
Show 
The Bionic 
Woman 
The Bionic 
Woman 
Sat. Night 
at Movies 
"The incredible 
Rocky Mountain 
Chris Connally 
Forrest Tucker 
Can't ~ 
News . 
News 
saturday 
Night . . . .  
Saturday 
Night 
saturday 
Night 
SUNDAY, DEOEMBI 18 
CFTK 
(Cllr.) 
Buffalo 
sobCes 
pley the 
Vancouver .. 
Canucks +. .  
at 
Vancouver 
Can't 
Can't 
Can't 
Can't 
One Day 
i t  a Time 
Cosmic 
Christmas 
Outdoor 
Education 
On OUr 
Own 
Expresl 
. canadlen . • 
Exp i re  
The ,Netlenel 
, ..Provincial Affairs 
Night : 
Final • 
"Great. American 
Tragedy" 
George Kennedy 
BCTV ' 
(Cl"V) 
Co. 
Discover 
Dlscovor 
News 
Hour 
Swln Fatally 
Robinson 
m m  
The,Bionic . 
Woman 
The Bionic 
Woman 
A~ed. 
Performance 
"Sunshine 
Christmas" 
Cliff DeYoung 
Barbara Hershey 
EIIwm . Heckart 
Pat Hlngie 
Hollywood 
Roll Harris 
Show 
c'rv News 
News 
Hour 
Final . .  
The Late 
Shawl 
"Whlate 
Chrlstmas" 
KCTS 
(PgS) 
Evening at 
Symphony 
Evening at 
Symphony 
French 
Chef 
Once Upon 
A Classic 
Nova 
Nova 
Nova 
Nova 
No, 
Honestly 
Music 
Music 
saturday Night 
on9 
"Those Golden 
Years" 
Can't 
Can't 
Can't 
sat. Night 
Movie 
"Young Winston" 
Simon Ward 
Robert Shaw 
Anne Bancroft 
Can't 
Can't 
, , ... t I 
Sunday ~v ia  :,+,+" wn~':+. ' T~ry~.  + - 
• -JbUPnet~ ,+to!. mi Kihpdom . '- ~~i~;  " Week 
• ' "  I I  " i Centre of the It Is . . . '  Star i : Wall,ti 
Earth" Wr l thm + TriK' . Week 
• ' / i 
Pat Boone Old Time i: Star Best of 
James Mason Golpld Hr, Trek " Families 
Diane Baker Man Sunday Theatre 
Can't n Alive. I "Alice n 
Can't Money through the Great 
Can't Makers Looking Glass" Performe 
Can't Meslc to Sarah Sutton Great 
Can't • See Brenda Bruce Perform, 
I • I I  I I  I [] 
Coral Country I-Iorll~ KOOhler " Special 
Jungle Canada . . Show "Clnderel 
Coral 'Hymn Question Can't 
Junille ~Slng . Perled . Can't 
the + ' "Untamed ~' Black 
.Press ;Frontier Perspective 
'News Reach for Capitol German 
News n the Top n Comment n Soccer 
,World of News German 
;Survival .: Hour Soccer 
How News J. Mlchene 
Come? n " n Hour n World 
The Nutcracker The N. Drew ; J. Mlchene 
Con't Beachcombers , Mysteries World 
Can't Rhode ' N. Drew A Portrait 
Can't n Rhoda ~ Mwterlq~ • a Nurse 
Can't King of , 6 Million Evening a' 
Can't ' Kensington , Dollar Man Symphony 
The Big All In "' 6 Million Evening at 
Event . • the Family l Dollar Man . Symphony 
"Father Knows Sldestrest Kolak Masterplec 
Bast: Home ! Can't Kolek .Theatre 
,I I for Christmas Con t Kolek Masterplec 
Robert Young Can't Kolek Theatre 
I I n I V 
D. Martin Marketplace Islons 
Christmas ' Marketplace Visions 
Can't ' Ombudsman Visions 
Can't • Ombudsmen • . t Visions 
News The National CTV News 
News ' Nation's Business News ' 
Five Star Night Final Hour " MASH 
Movie The Late Show Final MASH 
l " I l u 
"The Shuttered "Bang Bang Kid" Tlhe Late Late Movl( 
Room' . . . .  Tom Besley Show I "C.C. and 
Oliver Reed Gut Madison "A Home of Company" 
Can't • Sandra Mile Our Own" 
' :.1 p~. to midnight 9 KIRO (CBS) 
.Weshlngton 
ll Street , ,  :~ 
4 
, 
',' 
ances 
r ances 
i rella" 
r's 
r's 
of 
t 
 
B e 
iece 
i 
ie 
Joe Namath 
I 
GORDON and ANDERSON 
.LTD. 
LINK ] Store Hours: Tues. to Sat. 9 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. Friday 9 a.m. to 9 p.m. 
